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In August 1992 a combined physical oceanography and acoustic tomography 
expt.>riment was conducted to describe the Barents Sea Polar Front (BSPF) and investigate 
its associated mesoscale phenomena. The study area was an 80 by 70 km grid east of 
Bear Island where the front exhibit~ topographic trapping along the northern slope of the 
Bear Island Trough. CTD, current meter and ADCP data, combined \vith tomographic 
cross-~cctions, presented a highly resolved picture of the front in August All 
hydrographic measurements were dominated by tidal signals with the strongest signatures 
associated with the M2 and S2 semidiumal species. Tomographic cross se\.-"lions indicated 
a high-frequency (-16 cpd) upslope motion of filaments of Norwegian Atlantic Water 
(NA W) origin at the front Mean currents in the warm ~aline water to the south of the 
front, derived from a current meter mooring and ADCP data, were directed to the 
southwest and are associated with a barotropic recirculation of NAW within the Bear 
Island Trough. To examine the relation of BSPF to the regional oceanography, a high 
resolution (116° and 30 venical levels) Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas model was 
developed trom the Semtner-Chervin General Circulation Model (GeM) ",>ith a 
free-surface. Three numerical experiments, annual mean forcing, annual mean forcing 
coupled with semidiumal tidal forcing, and seasonal forcing, were conducted to simulate 
conditions in 1992. All three numerical experiments predicted the recirculation of NAW 
within Bear Island Trough supporting the observed conditions. The unique experiment 
with simulated tides indicated enhanced mixing on the slopes and shallow topography of 
the Bart.'Il.ts Sea. Modeling prcdil-"lions indicate that the coherent advection of Barents 
Polar Water (BPW) to the front summertime is contingent upon strong surface 
stratification of the upper layers from the summer ice melt 
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Beyond the ken oj mortal men, beneath the wind and waves, 
There lies a land oj shells and sand, oj chasms, crags and caves, 
Where coral castles climb and soar, where 5waying seaweed grow, 
And all around without a sound the ocean currents flow .. . 
- Graeme Base, from The Sign of the Seahorse 
J. INTRODUCTION 
Our main objecT was to explore the unknown Polar Sea. 
FridtjofNansen, 1902 
Thc Barents Sea Polar Front (BSPF) is an oceanographic feature fonned by the 
co nfluence of Arctic and Atlantic water masses north of Norway and is a perennial feature 
located along the bathymetric slope extending from Bear Island (Bjortl.0)'a) ea~tward along 
the Bear Island Trough (Johannessen and Foster, 1978). (Figure I). The study of the 
transition from Atlantic Water to Polar Water in thc Barents Sea has been ongoing for 
almost a century (Nansen, 1902; see Figure 2). Hydrographic data from fishery surveys 
conducted during the late 1960's and early 70's identified the transition region, ie., the 
Barent~ Sea Polar Front, as a pennanent oceanographic feature and suggested its location 
was linked to the bathymetry near Bear Island (Johannessen and Foster, 1978; Dickson et 
at , 1970) 
This smdy serves to examine and characterize the BSPF in the light of a new data 
set collected in summer of 1992. Model simulations, using a three dimensional An.1ic 
Ocean and Nordic Seas General Circulation Model (GeM) developed as a part of this 
research effort, provide the spatial and temporal resolution necessary to examine the 
relationship of the BSPF to the regional occal1ography 
A. THE POLAR FRONT 
The Barents Sea is shallow in comparison to many of the world's seas with 
average depths ranging only from 100 - 300 m. It is slightly inclined trom west to east 
with deeper values to the west. The topography is highly irregular with many shanow 
banks and deeper pockets scattered throughout (perry, 1986). The circulation pattern is 
strongly influenced by thc topography. Anticyclonic eddies are found following the 
topography around prominent bank features such as Central Bank and, in proximity to 
this experiment, Spitsbergen Bank (Loeng, 1991). In much of the literature depiction of 
Figure I. The surface circulation in the Barents Sea shows the major currents 
and their relation to the Polar Front. Dashed arrows indicate cold currents; 
solid arrows indicate warm currents. The hatched line indicates the position of 
the Polar Front (from Pfirman et al, 1994). 
the overall circulation of the Barents Sea similar to Figure I can be traced to early works 
by Russian scientists (Tantsiura, 1959 and Novitskiy, 1961). Even today many of the 
details of the current system arc poorly known with the southern section being the most 
it1lensivdy studied region (Midttun and Loeng, 1987) 
I,,, : •. ilo:' 
. , .~ 
Figure 2. Section VIII from Plate 9 (Sections from the 8arents Sea) d epicts a 
cross section from Bear Island to Finmarken made in September 1900 (Nansen, 
1902). From this section Nansen traced a warm saline core in the center of Bear 
Island Trough as well as the gradients marking the boundary of the "Gulf 
Stream" and the " polar water (coming from the Barents Sea)." The salinity 
ranged fr om 33_2 psu to 35 psu and temperature from I"e to 6SC across Ihe 
fronl. 
The source waters which contribute to the BSPF and their circulation pattern 
within the shallow Barents Sea havc been described by Loeng (1991). Cold, fresh Arctic 
Water cnters the Barents Sca from the north as a surface or near-surface current betv.·ccn 
Spitsbergen and Franz Josef Land via the East Spitsbergen Current and more significantly 
between Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya via the Persey Current. Cold Arctic 
Water exits the Barents Sea via a branch oflhe Bear Island Current (a continuation of the 
east-to-west flowing Persey Current). Most of the cold Polar Water which enters the 
Barents Sea is thought to recirculated back to the Arctic Ocean (Novitskiy, 1961) 
Warm, saline Atlantic Water flows into the Barcnts Sea via the North Cape 
Current (Nordkapp Current). A smaller and diluted Atlantic Water fraction also enters the 
Barents Sea as a subsurface flow (~200 m) between Kvit0)'a and Victoria Island and the 
Franz locsefVictoria Trough. This fraction is carried northward by the West Spitsbergen 
Current of which a portion follows the topography around Svalbard (Rudels, 1987; 
Pfirman et aI., 1994). Outflow of Atlantic Water occurs via the Bear Island Trough 
This southwestward flow has infrequently been reported in the literature but is an inherent 
aspect to the observations discussed in this paper. Atlantic Water entering the trough 
from the south has been inferred by indirect hydrographic evidence to recirculate around 
the Bear Island Trough and exit the Barents Sea 10pographica!1y trapped between the 150 
- 300 m depth contours flov.ing parallel but southward of the cold Bear Island Current 
(Novitskiy, 196 1; Pftrman et aI., 1994) 
The portion of Atlantic Watcr which enters the Barents Sea but is not recirculated 
is cooled and freshened as it moves eastward and northward. This water is believed to 
exit into the Kara Sea between Novaya Zemlya and Franz loesefLand and then down the 
5t Anna Trough into the Arctic Ocean (Rudc1s, 1987). The water exiting through the St 
Anna Trough has been termed the Barents Sea Branch and is believed to be an important 
source for the water of Atlantic origin which circulates througout the Central Arctic 
(Rudels et aI., 1994, Figure 3). 
Outflow from the Barents Sea through the Bear island Trough also occurs as 
Bottom Water formed locally in the wintertime on Svalbard Bank through brine rejection 
(Midttun and Loeng, 1987) Its presence was not expected nor observed during this 
summertime experiment 
Estimates of the volume transport for the currents flowing into and out of the 
Banmt~ Sea, derived from observations, are poorly known (Loeng, 1991). Table I 
summarizes some estimates of the transports found in the literature, Based on model 
studies, Loeng (I 991 ) cautions on thl;! inwrprl;!tations of these transport~ since fluctuations 
due to wind forcing and rcmotl;! forcing appear to be the same order of magnitude as the 
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Table 1: Estimates of transports for the Barents Sea derived from observations 
(units 1 Sv = 106 m~ s·J). Positive values are transports into the Barents Sea. 
Tidal currents are imponant in the shallow Barents Sea and have speeds up to I 10 
1.5 m s-' in the vicinity of Bear Island (Johannessen, 1986). Observations Irom 11 current 
meter moorings between northern Norway and Bear Island indicated that 77% of the total 
current variance was due to tidal forcing (Huthnallce, 1981). Tidal models estimate thc 
maximum amplitude of the M2 or principal lunar semi-diurnal ~ea level in the vicinity of 
this experiment is on the order of 30-40 em while the amplitude of the K I (principal 
lunisolar diurnal) sea level is on the order of 4 to 6 cm (Schwiderski, 1986; Gjevik et aI., 
1994, Kowalik and Proshuntinsky, 1994). Gjevik ct a). provide a model and ohserved M2 
and Kl tidal ellipse parameters for several stations within the Barents Sea. For a station 
just south of the experimental area the major axis components for the M2 and Kl 
constituents are ~ IO cm s'] and - 3.5 em S· I, respectively, which is significantly smaller 
than the currents observed on the shelf and in closer proximity to Bear Island. Huthnance 
(1981) found from observations near Bear Island that over 9(f,--o of the M2 and Kl 
kinetic energy is barotropic. Another aspect of the tides within the region is that the M2 
tidal period is identically equal to the inertial period at 74°28'N (or the critical latitude) 
and the two are indistinguishable in short-term current measurements Nost (J 993) 
found that the vertical structure of the tidal current at the critical latitude in the Barcnts 
Sea is vcry sensitive to the turbulence level and distribution of the eddy viscosity in the 
water column 
The Polar Front is the dominant mesoscale feature in the Barents Sea 
(Johannessen, 1986; Pfinnan et aI, 1994;). Though the existence of the BSPF has long 
been known and mapped via remote sensing, very few direct observations of the front 
immediately to the east of Bear Island have been reported (T. McClimans, personal 
wrnmunication, 1994). Johannesscn and Foster (1978) provided the first detailed 
observations of the Polar front in the vicinity of Bear Island based upon an XBT survey 
conducted in July 1974. They found the strongest surface temperature gradient was 
O. 15°C_ km'] and closely followed the 100 m isobath. The subsurface structure of the 
front was delineated hest by the 3-4°C isothemls. Data from an airborne radiation 
thermometer survey (ARl) and the XBT data indicated that the surface perturbations of 
the boundary laterally extended a max.imum of 10 Ian and occurred over a semidiurnal 
tidal cycle 
Loeng (I 991) provides a schematic of the summertime fro nt which portrays 
several features of the inferred oceanography surrounding the front (Figure 4) A 
prominent feature is the northeastward flowing wann current on the slope. side of the front 
and an opposing cold current on the shelf-side of the front The structure of the frontal 
:Figure 3. The schematic of routes of the Atlantic layer as it passes into and 
around the Arctic Ocean. A significant route is identified as the Barents Sea 
Branch which exits into the Kara Sea and down the St. Anna Trough (from 
Rudels et a1. , 1994). 
isoplcths are retrograde to the bathymetry. Additionally, the influence of the melt water 
on the water mass distribution during summer is seen with the establishment of a 'summcr 
front' and a melt water surface layer 
From a consideration of its knOv,'Jl characteristics (Johannessen and Foster, 1978; 
Loeng, 1991), the swnmertime BSPF may be representative of a shelf-slope frontal system 
(Mooers et al., 1978) though it may weU possess some characteristics of a shallow sea 
front (Simpson, 1981) or topographic-circulalOry front (Federov, 1983). The combined 
hydrographic-acoustic tomographic data set from the 1992 BSPF experiment have for the 
first time pcnnitted the necessary rt:solution to discern the density and flow structure of 
the front to the east of Bear Island and to investigate its frontal characteristics in detail 
B. RECENT MODELING STUDIES OF THE BAREl'IjS SE..4.. REGION 
Observational studies of the Barents Sea have historically either been spatially 
biased towards the southern area, temporally restricted to summer months for the northern 
regions or of generally coarse resolution, To further expand our understanding of this 
economically and environmentally important region, several other investigators have 
recently simulated the circulation and tides within the Barents Sea 
Siagstad et aL (1990) used a 20 km resolution baroclinic model of the Barents Sea 
to investigate the density circulation, With prescribed mass fluxes through the open 
boundaries and an initialization density field from interpolated autumn temperature and 
salinity observations (1988 and 1979), their model produced a current pattern similar to 
Figure 1 with an absence of direct wind forcing . However, most interesting to this 
investigation, was the presence of a large cyclonic eddy predicted in Bear Island Trough 
(Figure 5). Though the eddy is adjacent to a model closed boundary and the authors 
could nOI cite observations to support its existence, the circulation pattern is suggestive 
of southwestward flow bordering the BSPF. This southwestward flow along the front 
could be attributed to topographic recirculation within the Bear Island Trough 
Harms (1992), in contrast to the experiment above, used an homogenous 
environment to examine the barotropic circulation due to tidal and vvind forcing. The 
model resolution was 18 km and incorporated forcing from geostrophic winds derived 
from the Arctic Drifting Buoy Program data and from the principal lunar semidiumal tide 
(J.12). He found that the polar frontal signature oould be attributed to the interaction of 
the southwestward tidal residual flows on Svalbard Bank, the anticyclonic residual flow 
circulation around Bear Island, and a northeastward moving North Cape Current along the 
front In simulations the weak residual flo'WS, which define the front, could he disturbed 
by west or southwest winds but in calm periods the strong frontal signature returned 
In a laboratory model of the Barents Sea, McClimans and Nilsen (1993) point out 
that the typical scales of current numerical models of the region are too coarse to show 
details of jet currents and eddies, considering that a nominal baroclinic Rossby radius for 
Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the Polar Front from Loeng (1991) show the 
typical water mass distribution during mmmer as well as the principal current 
directions. 
the region is 5 km. Their rotating laboratory model provides an equivalent resolution of 2 
km. Forcing of the model was achieved primarily through monthly prescribed inflows 
around the periphery of the Barents Sea. Additionally, the model vertical axis was tilted 
to roughly simulate diurnal tides The central findings germane to this study were: (1) a 
warm northeastward flow of Atlantic Water along Svalbard Bank and the BSPF and (2) a 
robust tidally driven circulation on Svalbard Bank and around Bear Island They 
conclude that entrainment of Arctic Water with the northeastward moving Atlantic Water 
keeps the front sharp and modifies the Atlantic Water proceeding deeper into the Barents 
Sea. This description is consistent with Loeng (1991). 
A~ previously cited, Gjevik et aL (1994) have developed a 2-D tidal modcl of the 
Barents Sea. With two resolutions (25 and 12,5 km) and four ~imultaneous forced tidal 
constituents (M2, S2, N2, and Ki), their model provides a greatly enhanced depiction of 
the tides within the Barents Sea as compared with those derived from global studies such 
as Schwiderski (1986). Similar to Harms (1992). signifil:ant topographically steered tidal 
residual flows (southwestward and parallel to the front) were predicted on Svalbard Bank 
as well as an anticyclonic circulation around Bear Island. Increasing the model resolution 
from 25 km to 12 .5 km (and thus increasing the topographic resolution) greatly enhanced 
the residual flows (up to 10 times in the vicinity of Rear Island). The significance of these 
tidally generated flows adjal:ent to the front (-- 1.5 - 3 cm S·I) warrants their inclusion in 
frontal simulations. They also (;Qnclude that the resolution of the semidiumal tide in the 
Barents Sea is effected by the boundary conditions applied in the Korth Atlantic 
rutronomical forcing alone in the region is insufficient to account for tidal amplitudes 
which are driven by the influx through the Norwegian and GreenJand Seas 
Harms and Backhaus (1994) used a baroelinic model coupled to a dynamil:-
thennodynamic ice model to examine winter water mass formation in the Barents and 
Kara Seas. The model was initialized with elimatologkal summertime temperature and 
salinity data (Levitus, 1982) and forced with daily ECMWF wind stress and air 
temperature data for September 1987 to Marl:h 1988. They noted that the BSPF is not 
apparent in the dimatological fields used to initialize the model. However, from the wind 
and temperature forcing combined with the topographil:ally guided circulation, the 
prognostic simulations create the temperature and salinity gradients associated with the 
front . Two other features of the front from their simulation are pertinent to this 
investigation. First, their model did not show a recirculation witmn the trough or a 
southwestward flow along the front (Harms, personal communication, 1994). Secondly, 
the model did produce strong salinity gradients at the surfuce which defined the front in 
the summer months (fresh Polar Water and salty Atlantic Water). However, by February 
in the simulated forcing, brine release from ice production had virtually eliminated the 
frontal salinity gradient From their simulations, the character of the front is clearly 
influenced by the seasonal melting and fonnation of sea ice 
Figure 5: The simulated density currents between 200 alld 300 m from Siagstad 
et al. (1990) show a cyclonic circulation within Hear bland Trough. 
Finally, the degree to which the tides control the dynamics of the BSPF have 
recently been examined by other investigators. Calculations of the stratification parameter, 
given by Pingree and Griffiths (1978) for predicting the location of shallow-sea or 
tidal-mixing fronts, were conducted for the Barents Sea by Kowalik and Proshutinsky 
(1 995 ) using their high resolution (-1.5 km) tidal model results_ In the vicinity of Bear 
Island, the BSPF and the tidal mixing front arc relatively coincident at the shelf break 
Farthcr to the cast, the Polar Front and the predicted tidal mixing front are disparate with 
the Polar Front remaining tied to the steep topography while the tidal mixing front is 
farther north on Svalbard Bank_ They conclude that the generation and maintenance of the 
front near Bear Island could bc explained by tidal mixing aside from the circulation 
pattems of Atlantic and Arctic waters_ It is apparent from their work that the tides do not 
act unifornlally in the dynamical balance of the BSPF along its hreadth 
C. ARCTIC MODELING STUDIES 
As the discussion of the currents in Section A revealed, though the Barents Sea is 
a very shallow shelf sea, it is not isolated from the surrounding deep circulation patterns of 
the Norwegian Sea and Arctic Ocean. The regional models discussed above are 
constrained in their accuracy by the prescribed boundary conditions offlow into and out of 
the Barents Sea As will be further discussed in Chapter VI, the intent of this study was to 
simulate the circulation of waters in the Barents Sea and their relation to the Polar Front 
by first resolving the circulation of the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas. Several numerical 
modeling studies of the Arctic Region, including the Barents Sea, have been reported in 
the literature. A review ofthe pertinent details found in these articles follows 
l. Barents Sea Circulation 
Semtner (1976) employed the first 3-dimensional numerical model driven by 
atmospheric forcing (derived annual mean gcostrophic winds) to simulate the Arctic 
circulation The model, based on the fonnulation of Bryan (1969), currently known as 
"Bryan-Cox", had a I" horizontal resolution (-IIG km) and 14 vertical levels. In 
examining the relationship of the predicted vertical motion fields to the horizontal velocity, 
a particle trajectory was traced for a particle originating in the Norwegian Sea. The 
particle traveled in the Notwegian Atlantic Current prior to rising and entering the Barents 
Sea. The particle made one cyclonic recirculation before exiting near Novaya Zemlya 
This simulation demonstrated a connection through the Barents Sea to the Central Arctic 
(the Barents Sea Path) and the tendency for Atlantic Water to recirculate within the 
Barents Sea 
Semtner (1987) presented a coupled ice-ocean model of equivalent horizontal and 
vertical resolution to that of Semlner (1976). The model was forced with long-tenn 
monthly mean atmospheric fields. By using monthly forcing, the model was able 10 
predict a seasonal cycle in transport of the cyelonic gyre predicted in the Barents Sea The 
cyclonic gyre was most intense in the period November through March (-,7 Sv) while 
reaching a minimum in June (~ 1 Sv) 
Holland and Mysak (1995) used an isopycnal model also with 1° horizontal 
resolution to investigate the Arctic circulation The model forcing was based upon 
climatological monthly averages of wind stress, radiation, air temperature, humidity, 
rainfall , and cloud cover. The model did not reproduce an Atlantic Water recirculation in 
the Barents Sea. Predicted transpons of Atlantic Water through the Barents Sea ranged 
from 2.0 Sv in summer to 4,0 Sv in Vointer 
Aukrust and Oberhuber (l995) also used an isopycnal model to investigate the 
circulation in the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) Sea, Their model has a resolution 
of ~ )/4° in the horizontal with 9 venicallayers and was forced with monthly mean data 
A recirculation of Atlantic Water in the Barents Sea is not supponed in their depiction of 
the currents and a net transport of ~ 0,9 Sv through the Barents Seas into the Central 
Arctic is reported 
Depiction of finer features, such as the recirculation of Atlantic Water in the 
Barents Sea, in the large scale models presented above are believed to have suffered from 
the horizontal and vertical scales of the model. These investigations have generally been 
limited by computer size and speed. A motivation for this research was to investigate if 
the increased model resolution in a large scale model could improve the depiction of the 
circulation of the Barents Sea 
Many other studies have focused on modeling the sea ice cover and icc-ocean 
interactions (e.g.. Hihler and Bryan, 1984; Ranelli and Hibler, 1991, Hakkinen and 
Mellor, 1992). PrelJer and Posey (1989) have formulated an ice-ocean model which is 
now routinely used in ice edge and thickness forecasting for the United States Navy. Of 
interest to this study is the generally good performance of these models near the BSPF 
The strong tie of the 'winter icc edge to the BSPF suggests the dynamics of the circulation 
of the Atlantic Water is not a seasonal phenomenon but is perennial 
2. Tides 
A recent study of the tides in the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas by Kowalik and 
Proshutinsky (1994) has demonstrated the importance of tides in many aspects of the 
Arctic circulation. Kowailk and Proshutinsky, using l4 km spaced grid, modeled four 
tidal constituents, the principal lunar semidiumal (M2), the principal solar semidiumal 
(52), the luni-solar diurnal (KI), and the principal lunar diurnal (01). Figure 6a and 6b 
shows the predicted M2 coamplitude and cophase charts from their solution which agrees 
well with observed tidal heights and altimetry data. Strong tidal currents were predicted in 
the shallow shelf regions of the Arctic and Nordic Seas. In the Barents Sea, particularly, 
maximum currents ranged from 30 cm s·' to 130 em s·' Additionally, residual tidal 
currents resulting from nonlinear interactions with the topography induced a weak motion 
which was shown to playa significant role in ice drift and the formation of polynas. Also, 
the effect of the tidal oscillations on the ice cover due to opening and closing small leads 
was predicted to account for 8 101' ml/year of ice production. Finally, the importance of 
tidal mixing over steep topograpahic features in the central Arctic was noted as a 
mechanism to transfer heat frnm the Atlantic layer to the surface layer. The opposite 
transfer of heat occurs in the Norwegian Sea and North Atlantic where warmer surface 
water overlies the cooler intermediate waters. From their work, it is apparent that future 
simulations of the Arctic and subpolar seas should include tidal forcing in order to fully 
account for the complex dynamics of the region 
Figure 6a: Coamplitude of the M2 tide for the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas 
shows the large magnitude of this tidal constituent in the subpolar seas but 
decreased amplitude in the Central Arctic (from Kowalik and Proshutinsky, 
1994). 
Figure 6b. The cophase chart of the M2 tide shows an amphidromic point in the 
Barents Sca to the southeast of Spitsbergen which defines the propagation of the 
M2 tide \\ithin the Barents Sea (from Kowalik and Proshutinsky, 1994). 
n. TIlE FIELD PROGRAM 
During the period G - 26 August 1992, an integrated physical oceanography and 
acoustic tomographic field experiment was conducted 60 km east of Bear Island in the 
Barents Sea to describe the BSPf, to investigate its associated mesoscale processes, to 
enhance the understanding of frontal dynamics and their impa,,'1 on regional oceanogrdphy, 
and to assess the ability of acoustic tomographic methods to define frontal and mesoscale 
features (Figure 7). In an 80 x 70 km (figure 8) experimental area, a total of 257 CTD 
stations were occupied during four runs of a 10 km-spaced grid by the USNS 
BARTLETT. Two of the cm grid runs occupied all stations on the grid and many 
subgrid scale stations were taken during the experiment A separate twenty-seven hour 
CTD time series was taken ooineident with the strongest frontal signature location, Nine 
current meters and 8 temperature loggers on three moorings were deployed for 
approximately 10 days during the experiment. Two 400 & acoustic transceivers and a 
224 Hz acoustic source were deployed on the three current meter moorings. A fourth 
mooring was set especially for a vertical hydrophone array The acoustic source, 
transceivers and vertical array were deployed to obtain acoustic tomographic data. 
Unfortunately, one of the 400 Hz acoustic transceivers failed when deployed limiting the 
ability to invert current data from the measurements, Continuous ADCP data were 
recorded on the USNS BARTLETT during its occupation of the experimental area 
Measurements of conductivity, temperature and depth were made with a Neil 
Brown Instrument Systems Mark urn eTD. Sampling was conducted at a scan rate of 
31.25 Hz with an average winch speed of 1.8 m 5.1 Nisken bottles, closed at the 
bottom of sixty casts, were used for post-cruise salinity calibration purposes. Pre- and 
post- cruise calibration residual analyses were within instrument accuracy (+f- .0{)5 'C, +/ -
005 mmho, and -r/_ 0. 5 dbar). The CTO data Wl:re first treated for gross spikes in the 
recorded data and were then adjusted for post-cruise conductivity calibrations and a 
conductivity time-lag correction, As a last step, the data were pressure averaged to 1.0 
J7 
Figure 7. The surface circulation in the Barents Sca shows the major currents 
and their relation to the Polar :Front. The dashed 400 m isobath is also displayed 
Showing the outline of Bear Island Trough. The gray-shaded bOI depicts the 
clperiment location on the northern side of Rear Island Trough. Dashed arrows 
indicate cold currents; solid arrows indicate warm currents. The hatched line 
indicates the mean frontal po~ition adapted from Loeng (1991). This depiction 
diffeR from many seen in the literature (such as Johannessen, 1986 and Loeng, 
1991) by suggesting a substantial recirculation entirely within Bear hland 
Truugh. Tbe major portion of the North Cape Current is portrayed flowing into 
the Barents Sea much closer to the Norwegian Coast. This depiction is based 
primarily on a Lagrangian drifter study by Poulaill et al. (1995) and modeling 
studies by Gawarkiewicz and l'lueddemann (1995). 
" 
LOrlg jj ude ( ' E) 
Figure 8. The experiment took place in a 70 by 80 km area. CTD stations were 
pre-defined with a 10 km spacing and labeled 1 through 72 preceding west to 
east. Each sampling of the stations is referred to as a grid run. Grid runs I and 
4 were complete. Tbe • symbol indicates current meter and tomographic 
mooring positions. The moorings are referred to by tbeir location within the 
grid (i.e. , Northwest, Northeast, Southwest, and Southeast). Tbe. indicates the 
position of the erD time series at tbe fr ont. The bathymetry of the experimental 
area was derived from a compilation of ADCP data, CTD station depths, and 
Norsk Polarinstitutt Chart 7421. T he eastern portion of the eltperimental area 
was over regular topography; the topography in the western section was steeper 
being dominated by Finger Canyon. I'hroughout the area the steepest 
bathymetric gradients were between the 300 - 400 m isobath. 
dbar and then vertically averaged to 3 m increments and placed into a grid prior to vertical 
contouring Density (0') calculations were made from the 1 m vertical resolution data then 





Number of I Nomber of I I Number of I Total I 
Standard "! Intennediate Is I Repeat Number of 
spa~~~ :;ion8 SP7::~~:a~ons Stations I Stations 
Time Period 
2030Z August 6 to I I 
2300Z August 9, 
1992 
Table 2. CTD Deployment during the Barents Sea Polar Front Experiment. 
Four vector-averaging current meters (Aanderaa RCM-8) provided observations 
averaged at IO-minute intervals of current velocities at depths of 50 m and below with an 
accuracy of 5" and +1- I em S-l for speeds greater than 5 em s" Additionally, four 
vector-measuring current meters (two Neil Brown Acoustic Current Meters (ACM2's) and 
two Neil Brown SMART Acoustic Current Meters (SACM's)) provided lO-minute 
average shallow water measurements at depths of 20·50 ill. A fifth Aanderaa meter failed 
on deployment. Table] lists the location and record kngths for all of the current meters 
as well as for the temperature sensors 
Mooring Position Start Time Duntion Depth of Currt'nt In'L 
and Date (days) Mooring Meters Depth 




Northwest 74'31.S6N 14002 10.16 SACMI 173 
21 ·43.54E August 12 
3659 
Aand, ' 9254 49.3 
Aand, ' 9263 159.9 
.... ortheast 74"37.67N 1600Z 8.72 ACMI169 22, 1 
23"24.14£ August 13 3J63 :12.1 
ACM 1170 52.0 
Aand.9259 82,) 
Southwest 74"04,67N 02002 380 SACMI158 






• Aand. == Aanderra Current Meter 
b Aanderra 9263 spe~ rotor failed on deployment; the temperature record was available 
C Tomographi(.; Receiver Temperature Sensor (equivalent of thermistor on Aanderra 
Meters) 
Table 3. BSPF E1periment Hydrographic Mooriog Summary. 
The RD Instruments self-contained AcollStic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) 
installed on the USNS BARTLETT operated at a nominal frequency of 300 kHz and 
provided a velocity accuracy (standard deviation) of 0.9 cm s [ based upon the 
manufacturer's accuracy estimate for our configuration. The ADCP was configured to 
altemate between 8 m resolution "water-track" pulses and "bottom-track" pulses during a 
3 minute ensemble averaging interval. Prior to ensemble averaging, velocities were 
(.;orrccted for tilt and converted to geographic coordinates. Thirty depth bins each of 8 m 
length were recorded for cach cnsemble, Water track data were converted to absolute 
velocities using the ADCP bottom track velocity and corrected for gross errors (velocity 
"spikes") using a first-difference filter. The resulting velocities were then corrected for 
alignment and sensitivity errors (Joyce, 1989) using Global Positioning System (GPS) 
navigation data recorded with each ensemble (A J. Plueddemann, personal 
communication, 1994). The bottom track mode was successful in depths of 400 m or 
less. ADCP bottom depths were found to be within a one or two meters of shipboard 
echosounder depths for water depths less than 325 m and were incorporated in the 
composite bathymetry. ADCP bottom depths from water deeper than 325 m were not 
used in funher analysis. 
An obvious feature of the front was its strong horizontal positional tie to the 
bathymetry within the experimental domain Figure 8 depicts a contour field of the 
bath)metry for the experimental area based upon a compilation of CTD station depth 
taken from the ship's fathometer, AOCP bottom track data, and extracts from the Norsk 
Polarinstitutt Chan 7421 (1986). Finger Canyon, in the western part of the figure, is the 
obvious bathymetric feature within the e .. ~perimental domain. Ibe maximum bottom slope 
along Bear Island Trough in the region of the experiment varied from 1:65 ncar finger 
Canyon to 1:300 in the eastern pan of our region which is steeper than the average 
contim .. 'I1lai shelf gradient (1:500) but less steep than the average continental slope (1:20) 
(Rowden, 1983) 
111. THE OBSERVED CONDITIONS 
The measured currents and ~talic fields of temperature, salinity and density define 
the salient features of the front in August 1992. Calculations of the geostrophic velocity 
from the temperature and salinity data relates the baroclinic currents to the observed 
Meteorological conditions during the period of observations were generally stable 
as a high pressure system dominated the region, Overcast conditions with low ceilings of 
75 to 300 m lasted essentially the entire period. The mean air temperature was 7.7°C with 
little variation except on 12 August when the skies brietly cleared At the stan of the 
experiment, there were 20.8 hours of daylight and by the end of the experiment there were 
only ]8, 2 hours of daylight, Wind wave and swell height averaged less than 1.5 m, As a 
low pressure area approached the region, the strongest winds of 14 m S· l out of the 
east·southeast were recorded on the 18th of August. A maximum wave height of 4 m was 
coincident with the passage of this stann, The consistency of the weather allowed 
interpretation of most variations in the observed conditions as primarily ocean· induced 
phenomena. Figure 9 depicts the meteorological obs\'-'fvations recorded on the bridge of 
the USNS BARTLETT 
A. OBSERVED CURRENTS 
1. TheTides 
The overwhelming presence of the semidiumal tidal signal in all the hydrographic 
measurements, coupled with the impact of tidal aliasing on the colkction of C'm data, 
suggests a consideration of a tidal analysis as an initial step in the data analyses. Tidal 
components in the measured curreng were deduced using the least squares method as 
detailed in Foreman (1978). Thl;.': predominant barotropic species resolved by the analysis 
were the M2 and K 1 spl;.':cies Other less energetic internal tidal species (M3, M4, M6) 

were identified in the analysis but their magnitudes were not significant rdative to error 
considerations. Errors in the tidal lit were ohtained by calculating the variance in tidal 
bands (e.g., diurnal, semidiurnal) from the spectra of the residual currents (difference 
between observed currents and calculated tidal currents) for both the zonal (u) and 
meridional (v) components foUowing the techniques of Rosenfeld (1987) 
Rosenfeld's techniques refine the error estimates to particular frequency bands vice 
treating the re~idual flow as white noise This eliminates the assumption that the 
measured flow does not contain significant oscillations at non-tidal frequencies The 
magnitude of the variance in a particular (tidal) frequency band reflects the error of the 
coefficients for the sine and cosine terms calculated from the least square fit. This error is 
carried into the subsequent calculations of phase, inclination and lengths of the semi-major 
and semi-minor axes for a particular tidal species associated with that frequency band. By 
relating the variance as a function of the four sine and cosine coefficients obtained in the 
Foreman results and assuming that the variance of the sine and cosine coefficients are 
equivalent while the covariance is zero, it is possible to calculate the error of these tidal 
ellipse parameters for a particular species which lies within that hand 
The analysis of the variance in the semidiurnal frequency band is clouded by the 
fa(.."t that the critical latitude of 74'28.3'N passes through the experimental domain_ At 
this latitude the M2 and incrtial periods are identical. Since both the inertial motion and 
the M2 tidal ellipse exhibit clockwise rotations, a rotary spectra analysis is not useful in 
distinguishing the variance attributed to inertial motion However the impact of inertial 
motion on these calculations is assumed small The similarity of the magnitude of the 
variance in the semidiumal band between the shallow meters and the deeper ones, later 
shown to be essentially isolated from wind-driven motion, supports this conclusion 
Ini tial t:stimates of the errors of the fitted currents to tht: observed values were 
considerable_ The failure of the fit to include the principal solar semidiurnal (S2) species 
was due to the inadequate record length. The synodic period for the M2 and S2 species is 
- 14.77 days and the longest current meter record was 12_26 days To reduce the error 
of the tidal fit, the 52 species was inferred from an estimated ratio of 111 eHipse 
parameters to S2 parameters. Two techniques were employed to obtain the M2 to S2 
ratio_ First, a 'super-resolution' technique was employed, similar to that applied to tidal 
heights by Godin (1989), by assuming the currents were predominately tidal and had a 
high signal to noise relation. A validity of this assumption can be verified in an 
examination of the time series for the deepest meter on each mooring as seen in Figure 10 
An M2 to 52 relation was obtained from the data through a relaxation of the Rayleigh 
criteria and used for the inference_ The second technique was to use model data for the 
112 and 52 species provided by Kowalik and Proshutinsky from their 14 kID resolution 
Arctic tidal model specifically for each current meter location (Kowalik and Proshutinsky, 
1994) Both techniques significantly reduced the error but the Godin technique provided 
the smallest errors based upon the estimated 52-}.,{2 phase difference_ Tables 4a through 
4c sununarize the results and calculated errors found for each current meter for the M2, 
S2, and K I species_ The calculated 112 tidal ellipses at 50 m are provided in Figure 11 
Table 5 summarizes the vertically averaged tidal results and comparisons between other 
observations and tidal models_ Note that the inclination of the major axis of the tidal 
ellipses are generally oriented parallel to the isobaths particularly at the SW mooring 
rhis was true at all depths_ The tidal ellipses also demonstrate a significant increase in 
tidal current amplitude for measurements made over the shelf 
The variability in tidal influence on the flow over the shelf compared to that in 
deeper water is also highlighted in the total variance explained by the Foreman tidal fit to 
the measured currents The percent of total variance explained by the tidal fit is 
calculated by the ratio of the difference between the total variance and residual variance to 
the total variance of the current Current fluctuations at the two shelf moorings indicated 
that ~ 93 percent of the total u velocity variance and - 85 percent of the total v velocity 
variance was explained by the tidal fit. In contrast, the three current meters in deeper 
water south of the front indicated substantially less tidal fluctuations, I.e., only - 49 
percent ofthe total u variance and ~27 percent of the total v variance was explained by the 
Figure 10. Time series of the u (solid curve) and v (dotted curve) components of 
the currents for the meters a( 80 m on the NE and SW moorings and the meter at 
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Table 4a. KI tidal species current analysis results. 
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Table 4b. M2 tidal species current analysis results. 
Curren! Depth Major Error Minor Error Greenwich Error I belinatinn\) 1~ 
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H:'C(~,'.) 1 22) 1 n 1 00 I ~8 1 .. 
9260(SW) I 8°1 5.5 I O ~ I _ 1_'_' --'--_ ___ --" 
Table 4c. S2 tidal species current analysis results. 
tidal fit Examination of the current meter records reveals that lower frequency 
oscillations (synoptic scale) in the southern current meter records creates much of this 
contrast 
At all the moorings current meter records showed that the maximum calculated 
M2 species current was about four times larger than the K l species currcnt. Based upon 
the 'super-resolution' technique, the M2 component was inferred to be 1.5 times larger 
than the S2 species current. The M2 species was expected to be the dominant tidal 
component because this part of the Barents Sea was not subjected to the local 
amplification of the K I tidal currents frequently observed over Svalhard Bank and in the 
vicinity of Bear Island as reported by Gjevik et al (1994) and by Kowalik and 
Proshutinsky (1995) 
The tidal analysis not only quantified the dominance and spatial variation of the 
semidiumal tides relative to the front, but also provided some evidence for the existence 
of a haroclinic tide being generated over the slope. The r..12 tidal ellipses at the SW 
30 40 >0 60 70 
Distance E·W (km) 
Figure 11. A plot of the M2 tidal ellipses for the deepcst current meters at each 
mooring shows the increase in amplitude over the shelf at the shallow moorings. 
Notice that the ellipses at the NE and SW moorings are generally aligned with the 
bathymetry. The dark line from the center of the ellipse indicates the Greenwich 
phase relative to the time of mu.:imom current. The experimental region was 
converted to local grid coordinates to correctly depict the ellipse orientation. 
mooring demonstrated a nearly barotropic flow (Figure 12a). In constrast, over the shelf 
the tidal ellipses of the northerly moorings prescntcd a baroclinic structure in major axis 
amplitude. Further evidence of the baroclinicity extending into the deeper slope water is 
seen in a least-squares tidal fit to the ADCr data collected at the 27-hour CrD time series 
in the frontal zone, Though the short record length only allowed the IvU species to be 
re~olved, the fit to the data was deemed good based on the simple qualitative technique 
following Godin (1972) This evaluation of the fit merely comes through the visual 
examinaflon of the residuals as a comparison of the variance of the residuals to the data (u ' 
4.7 to 157.0 cm! S·2; v 3,2 to 29.6 cm' _<;1). The effect of the sloping hottom on the 
harotropic tide is seen by the depth dependence of the Greenwich phase and major axis 
inclination (Figure 12b) Huthnance (1989) reported that, though in general only a small 
amount of dissipation of the total tidal flow and related vertical mixing can be attributed 
to internal tides, the distrihu[ion can be localized and the cffet-'ts important in specific areas 
(e.g over the slope) 
Study Kl~hljor GI'rtDI't'ieh M2Mlljor Green ... ·ich S2Major Greenwich 
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' I'able 5. Summary or tidal current amplitude and phase comparison 
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Figure 12 (a) A comparison of tbe M2 major axis amplitude with d epth for each 
mooring shows the barotropic character of the tide at the SW mooring. 
Considerable vertical differences in amplitude are noted for the northern 
moorings suggestive of a significant baroclinic tidal component at these shallow 
water locations. Error bars indicate one standard deviation. (b) A plot of the 
phase' and inclination of the M2 tidal fit to the ADCP data collected at the <--'TV 
time series shows the decrease in phase with depth and the counterclockwise 
rotation of the inclination with depth. Inclination is measured counterclockwise 
from posi.ti.ve x axis (east). A sindlar plot for the amplitude shows that iI is 
virtually constant except at the mind layer. 
2, Current Meters 
In the examination of the time series of the measured currents, funher distinctions 
in the flow relative to the front are found . Time-mean flows for all current meters are 
provided in Table 6. This average represents the remainder of the flow after shon period 
tides have been averaged out but, due to the brevity of the records, still includes the 
effects of synoptic scale influences, long period tides, and seasonal influences as well as 
the long-tenn mean. South of the front the vector mean speed and the scalar mean speed 
are approximately the same, indicative of limited tidal influence on the mean horizontal 
flow. Nonh of the front they are significantly different which indicates that tidal 
fluctuations dominate the mean horizontal flow at all depths over the shelf. The maximum 
scalar current speed of - 60 cm s·) recorded at the shallow meter on the NW mooring was 
- 12 to 20 cm s·) greater than the other current meter maxima. 
CurrcntMcler Mooring MoorcdDeptb Scalar Vector Mean 
(ro) MCa.nSpefd S,..d DirecCion 
(eros·') (em S-') 
Neil Browo NW 19.4 31.6 11 .2 31 4.6 
SACM 1173 




NfitBrowo NE 22.1 189 
ACI\1-2 1169 
Nfil Browo 26.3 2.3 ISS 
ACM-2 11 70 
AllDderaaRCl\l-8 NE 82.1 11.3 0.2 
9259 
Neil Browo SW 19.9 15 8.4 213.9 
SACM 1158 




Table 6. Summary of current meter statistics 
3) 
In plots of the progressive vector diagrams for deep meters on each mooring 
(Figures 13a - c), the distinction of the measured flow relative to the front is more readily 
observed, The elliptical tidal 'trajectories' are clearly evident in the diagrams from the 
northern moorings_ A mean direction and scale of 'displacement' can also be observed for 
the northern moorings, At the Northeast mooring a net southerly 'displacement', though 
very small, is calculated (less than I km at 80 m) At the Northwest mooring a 
nonhwestward displacement with a larger net displacement (30 - 55 km) is observed, At 
the Southwest mooring , the west by southwest mean flow is quite apparent in the vector 
diagram while the elliptical tidally-forced 'trajectories' are not observed at this scale_ The 
displacement at the Southv,'est mooring is on the order of75 km over 12 days 
Figure 13c and Table 6 indicate that the deepest mcter on the SW mooring 
demonstrated a southwestward mean direction. Similar mean vel-"\ors were evident for 
the mid-depth and shallow meters. These results are believed to be the first measured 
currents wh.ich are attributed to the return flow of warm Atlantic Water exiting the Bear 
Island Trough south of the front, such as reported by I'\ovitskiy (1961) and Pfirman et 
01.(1994) 
Mean vectors for both meters at the NW mooring reflect a northwestward flow 
[Table 6l The deepest meter on the 1\'E mooring indicated a ncar zero vector mean flow 
but at the shallower moorings (20 and 50 m) a small net southerly flow was evident 
These very weak mean flows north of the front are interpreted to be part of the cold 
southwestward Bear Island Current being steered by the local bathymetlY 
3. ADCP Mrasurements 
Mean currents for the ADep data were detennined using the tidal removal 
tedmique described by Candela et ai, (1992). Details of the tidal removal techniques and 
evaluation of residuals for this ADCP data set were completed by Harris et al. (1995) 
The technique, based on a least-squares fit, assumes the spaceltime grid of the ADCP data 
Figure 13. Progressive vector diagrams for the (a) /llorthwest mooring 50 m (b) 
Nort.heast mooring 80 m (c) Southwest mooring 80 m. Progressive vector 
diagrams for the current meter provide not only an indication of mean direction 
but a sense of the character of the now. An example is ill (b) where th e 
progressive ,'ector diagram is plotted virtually as a single point which describes a 
can be modeled a.s a sum of hannonic functions at specified fn:quencies (the tidal 
constituents) and a temporally steady tlow Both the tidal currents and the steady flo w 
may vary spatially Prior to t he model fit, ADCP data were averaged to either I hour in 
time or 10 km in space, whichever occurred first The best fit included hannonic 
functions at the frequencies of the M2, S2, and Kl tide, first order polynomials for the 
spatial variation of the tides, and second order polynomials for the spatial variation of the 
steady flow The errors in the steady flow were estimated from the residuals of the model 
fit (Candela et aI., 1992) and indicated that flows less than about 2 cm S·l are not 
significant. The standard error of the model fit was found to depend upon the data 
density, model input data (whether moored data were included or not) and geographic 
location within the survey area. Evaluation of several model cases suggests that (3,2) cm 
S·l for the (u,v) velocities is representative of the standard error in the subtidal field 
presented here 
The vertical average of the steady flow (subtidal) fields for the 25 m, 50 m and 81 
m ADCP depth bins is shown in Figure 14. The ADCP data, as seen in this figure as well 
as the subtidal velocities ITom the other depth bins, indicate a significant southwest flow 
for locations deeper than the 300 m isobath. The magnitude of the southwestward flow 
near the SW mooring is somewhat less than the current meter mean Crable 6). This 
observation, combined with the current meter results, suggests that a southwestward 
barotropic flow characterizes the entire water column south of the front. In the eastern 
pan of the study area the mid slope region (l50. 250 m) is characterized by a NE flow of 
about 4 cm S·l. The weakening of this flow with the shallower water is consistent with 
the weak mean flow observed by the current meter at the NE mooring. Tn the center of 
the area, the ADCP data indicate a rapid t.'Urrent rotation from northeast to west. This is 
in reasonable qualitative agreement with the 50 m curfent meter mean at the NW mooring, 
although the ADCP current is weaker and more wesnvard 
The analysis of the measured flow presents a structure surrounding the ITont that 
is essentially dominated by semidiumal tides north of the front and containing a significant 
barotropic southwestward circulation south of the front Evidence of a baroclinic 
structure to the tides was also found over the slope in the heart of the front itself The 
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Figure 14. The averaged steady flow from the 25, 50 and 81 m Allep deptb bins 
is depicted at the bourly averaged positions (or at 10 km in spacing, whichever 
occurred first ). The steady flow is tbe result of a least-squares fit orthe observed 
ADCP velocities from the space/time grid represented by the cruise track to 
three tidal constituents (M2, S2, Kl) and a steady flow (Candela et al., 1992). 
The tidal phase, amplitude and tempornlly steady flow are allowed to vary in 
space. The . indicates the position orlhe hydrographic moorings. 
ADCP data i.~ consistent ",,{ith a recirculation of NAW in Bear Island Trough. Thl;: 
persistence of the southwestward flow during the entire experiment over a wide domain 
under varying wind conditions and directions suggests the flow was not the result of 
synoptic or mesoscale circulation influences 
B. OBSERVED HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 
In the discussion that follows horizontal and vertical depiction of the BSpr are 
derived from the CTD observations. Each sampling of the station grid is assumed to be 
representative of a synoptic picture. True synopticity cannot be achieved as it took about 
72 hours to sample the complete grid and about 7 to g hours to make a single cross-frontal 
line of stations Interpretation of the data fields, therefore, requires consideration of 
interim forcing parameters which influence the synopticity of the survey (predominantly 
tides, but also ",inds and advection). 
The two primary water masses meeting at the front , Norwegian Atlantic Water 
(NAW) and Barents Polar Water (BPW), were identified within the experimental area 
using the classification scheme from Hopkins (1991) [NAW (2' to g"C and greater than 
35.0 psu): BPW (_1 0 to 6°C and less than 34.4 psu)]. The BPW temperature range has 
been extended from that found in Hopkins to include the influences from summer 
wanning. The series of cross-frontal T -S curves taken from the fourth occupation of the 
CID grid, Figure 15, is typical of all cross sections. NAW (Station "64") was virtually 
isohaline beneath the mixed layer and was present at all depths in the southern ~tations. 
BPW (Station "57") was found to the north of the front beneath the mixed layer At the 
stations immediately adjacent to the front (Stations "59" and "60"), the T -S mixing curves 
suggest the path the water masses follow when meeting and mixing at the front 
In order to spatially visualize how the two water masses meet at the front, a 
color-coded diagram of the parent water masses and the two regions of mixing, as 
identified from the TS plot, was constructed from eight CTD stations along the same cross 
section. This is a procedure similar to that of Steele et al. (1995) and i~ shown in Fi.gure 
16 The CTD data were divided by TS characteristics corresponding to region~ on the 
TS curve NAW is color-coded red and BPW is coded blue The portion of the T-5 
33.5 34 34.5 35 35.5 
Salinky (psu) 
Figure 15. TS plot taken from four CrlJ stalions along a cross section of tbe 
front indicates the primary water masses observed. The station posit ions from 
north to south, 57, 59, 60, and 64, are defined in Figure 8. 
curve representative of liiapycnal mixing is color-coded yellow and is labeled 'Region l' on 
Fib'me 15 These watel charactelistics ( __ O.5°C, 34.4 -34.6 psu) were found at the 
bottom of all the casts taken in the shaHow water on Svalbard Bank (e.g. , Slation "57" -
depth 110m) and also found at mid column for those stations within to km of the front 
Station "60" shows a wanner variant of this diapycnal mixing process representative of 
stations on the southern boundary of the front. The portion of the TS curve which 
represents isopycnal mixing and labeled 'Region 2' in Figure 15 is color-coded green. The 
water characteristics in this region of the TS curve represent a significant cooling as well 
as a dilution ofNAW as it mixes with the frontal water along isopycnals. Together, the 
green and yellow areas appear to be a manifestation of an upslope transport ofNAW near 
the bottom and subsequent vertical mixing with the cooler fresher BPW water overlying it 
Note that the highly localized frontal waters (e.g., stations 59 and 60) are not directly 
associated with either parent water and hence are not shaded. No mixing lines are seen 
connecting the TS water properties observed in the upper portion of the water colunms 
This also illustrates the minimal exchange of water mass characteristics observed across 
the front. Fine structure or interleaving of the water masses was confined to stations very 
near or at the front « 10 km) (Station "60") 
A vertical cross section between stations 57 and 64 of temperature, salinity, and 
density (oJ from the fourth transit around the CTD grid (Figure 17 a-c) is representative 
of all cross sections in the eastern two-thirds of the study area and reveals the general 
characteristics of the front, This cross section contains two additionaL stations near the 
front. These additional stations were taken on each cross-front leg during Grid 4 which 
increased the resolution in the vicinity of the front to 5 km. The front is easily delineated 
into vertical layers primarily due to the presence of the mixed layer warmed by summer 
solar insolation and freshened by summer ice melt on the northern side The frontal 
surface manifestation is most clearly defined by the horizontal salinity gradient in the upper 
20 -40 m, As salinity is the prime detenninant of density within this still relatively cool 
mixed layer, a shallow density front corresponds to the salinity gradient, The maximum 
density difference across this shallow front was typically 0,8 kg m-' at 10 dbar The 
mixed layer depth as seen in the temperature cross section is seen to be - 10 III deeper on 
the southern side of the front than on the northern side This is attributed to the 
decreased stratification on the southern side and the increased ability of the winds to 
mechanically mix deeper. Beneath the mixed layer and above 100 m, the front is defined 
I 200. 
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Figure 16. A color-coded plot of the parent water masses (NA W and BPW) and 
the two regions of the T5 curve from 'Figure 15 portray the horizontal and 
vertical IIIi,;ing paths at the BS PF. 
by a horizontal temperature gradient This shallow to mid-depth region at the front 
contained essl;lntially all the fine structure associated with the front. Below 100 ill the 
horizontal gradients are much weaker expanding the 'frontal zone' width. thought to be a 
result of bottom boundary layer and tidal mixing 
Note that the isopleths or temperature and salinity which define the front 
correspond to the convention or a retrograde front (Mooers et aI., 1977) and are also 
wnsi~tent with previous depiction's of the frontal hydrography (Loeng, 1991) The 
horizontal scale as depielt:d from this cro~s section is " 10 krll_ However, it wa~ 

apparent from several other cross sections taken at ~ub-grid resolution that the ]0 km 
station spacing undersampled the actual scale of the front. !'rom stations taken at 2.5 kIll 
spacing, the scale of the maximum temperature and salinity gradients appears to be 3 km 
but finer resolution spacing may adjust tlus estimate 
The density field below the mixed layer portrays the barotropic nature of the front 
Changes in temperature and salinity across the front arc compensating in density resulting 
in nearly horizontal isopycnals. The maximum density difference at 80 dbar across the 
hont from CTD grid I data was found to be only 0.24 kg m" while the median value was 
only 0,08 kg m- l Federov (1983) finds that typical density differences across ocean and 
wastal fro nts range from 0.1 to 10 kg m·" a definition which further characterizes the 
relative weakness of the density signature of this front. Based upon several cross se<.'tions 
as well as 3-D visualizations of the cm data, the 34.6 psu isohaline and the 2°e isotherm 
appear to be significant indicators of the summer frontal position at the surface and 
mid-depth, respectively. This differs from the 3°C isotherm suggested by Johannessen 
and Foster (197&) to define the frontal position The maximum surface temperature 
gradient we observed was O.II°C km- ' in the upper 10 m wlule it was 0.22 "C km' at 80 
m These values are similar to that (0.15 "C km-' ) reported by JohaIlllessen and foster 
(1978), The maximum salinity gradient observed in this experiment was 0.06 psu kIn-' 
near the surface versus 0,02 psu km-' at 80 m 
Plan views oftempcrature and salinity (at 8 and 80 m) from the first occupation of 
the entire eTD grid are presented in Figures 18 a-d. The primary surface front 
manifestation is in salinity as can be seen in figures 18 a-b. In the eastern portion of the 
grid, the isohalines show a much stronger gradient than in the western portion. Similar 
plots from the other eTn occupations show little horizontal variation of the 34.6 psu 
isohaline in the eastern portion of the experimental area during the two w~ek span of ern 
obs~rvations. However, in the westem section, the surface isohalines from different grid 
occupations appear either displaced to the north (into) or south (out ot) Finger Canyon. 
figures 18 c-d confirm the conclusions drawn from Figures 17 c -d, that at 80 m depth the 
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Figlll'c 17. (a) A cross section of temperature shows the front as a strong 
temperature gl'atlient below the mixed layer. Near the bottom the frontal LOne is 
expanded due to boUo", miljllg. (b) The sUiface front is manifested by a strong 
salinity gradient as seen in the salinity cross section (e) A cross section of density 
(O"J shuws a strong gradient lit the surface associated with the salinity gradient 
but virtually no density difference below the mixed layer. The thermohaline 
structnre is compensating in density below the mixed layer. 

front is best defined by the temperature gradient. The horizontal fluctuation of the 2°C 
isotherm was identical 10 that of the salinity variation over the four CID samples of the 
grid. Mesoscale circulation within Finger Canyon, which was not resolved in this 
experiment, is thought to exert a significant influence on the nearby hydrography. Tn 
general, the isopleths had regular gradients over the smoother topography in the eastern 
pan of the survey area than in the vicinity ofthe canyon 
C. CALCULATED GEOSTROPHIC CURRENTS 
The validity of the assumptions related to the derivation of the geostrophic method 
are indeed questionable when applied to a regime such as the BSPf experimental area 
rhe depth of no geostrophic motion in this sloping bottom domain is not likely to be 
constant if, indeed, one actually exists. Frictional layers occupy a large portion of the 
deep water domain and most ofthc shallow water domain. These are manifested by well 
mixed laycrs typically extending - 40 m from the bottom and 20 - 30 m from the surface 
FU11her evidence of frictional influences on the flow were seen in the observed 
transmissivity, collected simultaneously with the CTO data, in which relatively opaque 
plumes ex1:ended the water column within 100 m of the bottom near the base of the slope 
Additionally, tidal advection and internal wave acti~ity effect the synopticity of the 
CID data and thus the inferred geostrophic flow. A true "synoptic" picture oCthe density 
field is not achievable given the time scales of tidal and internal wave oscillations versus 
the ship sampling rate As a tracer of tidal influence, the scale of frontal oscillation 
corresponding to the semidiumal tidal periodicity was observed to be of similar magnitude 
to the CTD station spacing (5-10 km). Ray (1993) and Lynch et al. (1995) completed a 
comprehensive analysis of the current meter and temperature logger records as a means of 
characterizing the internal wave activity and its impact on acoustic propagation. Internal 
tide and internal \.\~dve amplitude spectra were produced from the temperature records 
under the assumption that most of the temperature fluctuations could be attributed to 
vertical motion, which also could be separated from the weakly correlated horizontal 
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fi gure 18. Four plan views of the experimental area provide the primary 
horizontal characteristics of the front. Depths of 8 III and 80 m were selected to 
allow contrast of the salinity and temperature gradients with depth. (a) 
temperature at 8 m CTD grid I (b) salinity at 8 III CTD grid I (e) temperature at 
80 m CTD grid 1 (d) salinity al 80 In CTD grid 1 
advective effects. Power spectra of the vertical displacement confirm the presence of a 
significant amount of energy in the internal tide and internal wave frequency bands at the 
front . The vertical scale of these high frequency oscillations ranged from 1 to 10 m 
The sum of the effects of tidal aliasing and internal waves were evident in the 
calculations of dynamic height. The dynamic height varied for a particular station from 
among the four different occupations of the grid ranging from ,001 to .01 dyn m 
depending upon station location. The largest differences were found in stations near the 
front and to the north of the front . The standard deviation of the dynamic height for 
27-hour CTD time series taken at the front was 0.003 dyn m 
Yet a geostrophic balance must be an essential element of a mean frontal picture 
To arrive at some basis for examining a potential geostrophic ficld, several levels of no 
motion (80 to 300 dbar) were tried in calculations involving all stations in the grid as well 
as subsets of CTD stations based upon bottom depth and relation to the frontal location 
After examining all the results, a level of no motion of 100 dbar was selected to depict the 
geostrophic velocity component based upon the following reasoning. As expected from 
the analysis of the static fields of density, essentially all calculations revealed that the 
geostrophic (baroelinic) component was restricted to the upper SO m in the northern 
section of the experimental area Lowering the depth of no motion of the deep water 
stations did not alter the magnitude nor character of the geostrophic results 
Figure 19, the surface dynamic topography of grid I, shows the general south to 
north positive gradient in the dynamic height. Superimposed are the vector mean speed 
from each of the shallow (-20 m) current meters as a means of comparing the surface 
baroclinic field with the near surface measured currents. The surface geostrophic current 
vectors, interpolated for mooring location, are plotted with dashed lines for ease of 
comparison. Only at the t-.'E mooring are these two vectors closely aligned reflecting the 
influence of the geostrophic flow at this location. At the SW mooring the two vectors 
illustrate the considerable difference between the dominant barotropic signal and the 
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Figure 19. The dynamic height field (0/100 dbar in dyn m) from CTD grid 1 
shows lhe alignment of the geostrophic flow along the front. Also portrayed are 
the vector mean speeds from each nf the shallow (-20 m) (urrent meters which 
arc plotted as solid arrows on the grit! urtbe experimental area. For comparison, 
the surface geostrophic current vectors, interpolated ror mooring location, arc 
plotted with dashed lines. 
vector is similar in magnitude to the strong geostrophic flow but the direction is 
apparently influenced by the local topography or perhaps t.he measured flow is partially 
insulated from the mixed layer dynamics 
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Figure 20. The geostrophic cross section from CfD grid 1, stations 57 to 64, 
highlights the shallow geostrophic jet associated with the surface layer 
baroclinicity. Solid lines indicate flow into the paper (eastward) and dashed 
lines indicate flow out of the pape.· (westward). 
Figure 20 shows a representative geostrophic cross section from the first CTD 
grid run, stations 57 to 64. A shallow « 20 m) barodinic jet is observed coincident with 
the maximum horizontal surface salinity gradient. This westward flowing near-surface 
jet appears in all cross sections but its magnitude varies along the front (4 to i 5 cm S·l) 
An important feature in the southern part of all cross sections is a weak (~1-4 em S-I) 
baroclinic flow to the east. This eastward geostrophic component in the NAW agrees 
with previous depiction's of northeastward flow of NAW along the southern face of the 
front O.oeng. 1991), but the density gradients are weak, and the total flow is overwhelmed 
by a southwestward barotropic component 
The fact that the density gradients are "isolated" ncar the surface means that the 
geostrophic flow is useful in understanding the kinematics ofthe summertime mixed layer. 
Mean surface currents agree reasonably well with the geostrophic CUlTents. In contrast, 
the lack of density variahility in the subsurface pan of the front (i .e., the BPW ~ NAW 
boundary below the mixed laycr) mitigates against geostrophic interpretations of flow in 
the region. The mean momentum balance beneath the mixed layer and south of the front 
appears to be governed by the barotropic forcing 
D. CALCULATED TD1.E AND Sl>ACE SCALES 
To better understand the processes involved at the BSPF and ill preparation for the 
modeling study of the front, space and time scales at the experimental region were 
quantified from the observed data. These provide a first order range of the imponant 
scales which should be resolved in numerical modding studies 
L Horizontal Seales 
The fundamental length scale of any oceanic flow whieh is strongly influenced by 
rotation is the Rossby radius of deformation (A,) (Apd, 1987) . The Rossby radius is 
determined by the ratio of the phase speed of the long or shallow-water wave to the 
Coriolis parameter f which is twice the angular rotation rate of the earth multiplied by the 
sine of the latitude. The phase speed for shallow-water waves reduces to .fgH from the 
dispersion relationship for wavelengths greater than 20H, where g is the acceleration due 
to gravity and H is the water depth. In a single layer system of depth H, this length scale 
is known as the barotropic or external Rossby radius of defonnation. In a two-layer (or 
multi-layer) system gravity, which acts as a restoring force along the interface between 
layers, is reduced by a factor of the density difference between the layers to become the 
effective gravity g' The intcmal shallow water gravity mode phase speed ii; then given 
by [i!h: where h, is the thickness of the upper layer The haroclinic or internal Rossby 
radius of deformation is then given by 
(3.1) 
Tn a two-layer system effeL1:ive gravity is calculated 
g' = 11:l~;;::P [)-g (32) 
where PI and p, are the densities of the upper and lower layer For a two layer system, 
this is termed the first mode or first baroc!mic Rossby radius of deformation. Evidence 
from GEOSAT altimetcry data has confinned that the first baroclinic Rossby radius of 
deformation is the governing length scale for ocean dynamics and should be the 
corresponding length scale of ocean models (Semtner and Chervin, 1992) 
From the BSPF data, calculations of this scale were made using the average 
temperature and salinity of the 4 em profiles made at station 69, selected for its 
proximity to the front and repeated sampling during the experimental period (see Figure 
8). From an analysis of the corresponding baroclinic vertical modes solved from the 
corresponding Brunt-Vaisalla frequency profile, the first baroclinic mode interface was 
confirmed to be the mixed layer depth. The calculated first baroclinic Rossby radius of 
deformation at the front was found to be 3.56 kill. Comparison w:ith several other profiles 
along the front yielded similar results. This scale corresponds well to the horizontal scales 
of the temperature and salinity gradients and associated interleaving which were observed 
at crn stations taken at 2.5 km spacing. The implications of this calculation in terms of 
model resolution and computational requirements are profound. An order of magnitude 
increase in horizontal resolution from the fmest scale known numerical simulation models 
of the Barents Sea region would be required to resolve this scale and would result in a -
50 fold increase in computational load for a given domain. 
2. Vertical Scales 
As discussed in Section B, the mixed-layer depth, the region of strong-interleaving 
(30-100 m), and the more diffuse region from 100 m to the bottom provide a first order 
delineation of the various vertical layers at the front from examination of cross-sections 
To further investigate the extent of natural layers found in the water column at each 
mooring. the vertical coherence of the temperature records at each mooring was 
investigated. Strong vertical coherence would indicate that either similar advective 
properties were acting within the layer encompassing the sensors (presumably at lower 
fr equencies) or that the vertical amplitude of the internal tide/wave activity was of 
sufficient strength to effect the temperature record between a pair of meters 
Unfortunately, the poor vertical resolution on the moorings prevented a resolution of 
internal wave activity at shallow depths, i.e., at the mixed layer depth, since only a single 
sensor was placed at the mixed layer depth 
Cross-spectra were computed using a Bartlett method FFT with a Hamming 
window Only at the SW mooring did the temperature records «50 m) show any 
significant coherence at the semi diurnal frequency_ This argues for the minimal role of 
horizontal tidal advection in temperature changes in the homogenous regions north of the 
front_ Further examination of the time series on the SW mooring (Figure 21) also reveals 
a wave in the temperature record below 80 m with approximately a 4.5 day period. While 
observational data indicate that this long-period wave is not meteorologically forced , it is 
unclear whether this etTect is related to an alongshelfwave or eddy activity in the canyon 
At shallow depths «40 m), the only common coherent feature was an oscillation 
at 7 cpd with zero phase lag . A comparison of the records at 50 and 80 m showed 1.5 
cpd and 4 cpd coherent waves with several higher frequencies (> 10 cpd) also 
corresponding. The deep meters on the SW mooring (140 m and 240 m) were 
significantly coherent at 4, 8, and 10 cpd, attributed to internal tide and wave activity 
The deep 360 m sensor on the current meter, just 20 m above the bottom was no! 
coherent with any of the shallower sensors 
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Figure 21. The time series of the 8 temperature records on the SW mooring 
shows the high frequency oscillations found in the data as well as some low 
frequency oscillations only observed at this mooring south of the front. 
[Semirliurnal period oscillation below 50 m and a 4.5 day period oscillation below 
80 mJ. 
At the NW mooring, onJy the meters at 20 and 30 m contain any signjficant 
vertical coherence which are at the diurnal period and at 3 cpd (the latter suggested to be 
internal tide phenomena). Due to the presence of ACM type meters on the '1'-.11: 
mooring, only three temperature records (30, 40 and 80 m) were available for comparison 
All the meters were coherent at 3 cpd and the deeper two were also coherent at 12 cpd 
Sununarizing the above results. only at the SW mooring, v{ith 8 sensors spaced 
through the vertical, \vere distinguishable layers found from this analysis Coherent 
vertical temperature layers existed b(.1:ween the mixed layer and 40 m, between 50 and 80 
m, and encompassing the 140 m and 200 m sensors. Temperature changes in the mixed 
layer and bottom layer, containing the 360 m sensor, were found to be isolated from 
surrounding layers 
Also, the instantaneous profile from the instruments on the SW mooring appears 
to adequately represent the water column with the exception of the mixed-layer 
temperature as wmpared to a CTD profile with 1 m resolution taken adjacent to the 
mooring (Figure 22) Modellevc1s taken at these depths plus an additional layer at the 
mixed layer would likely prove adequate for a resolution of the dynamics. However, 
examination of a typical station taken at the front (Figure 23) reveals vertical scales of the 
temperature and salinity interleaving < 10m at depths between 20 - 100 ill perhaps 
requiring 16 layers to represent the vertical structure in thaI region alone 
3. Time Scales and Summary 
As revealed in Section A, the predominant time scales related to the energy of the 
currents were scmidiumal and diurnal; however, energy density spe(.1:ra indicate that even 
higher frequencies contain significant energy. Energy density spectra for the individual 
temperature data show a broad range of significant frequencies depending upon horizontal 
relation to the front and depth from 0.2 to 20 cpd. A representative spectra for both the 
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Figure 22. The temperatuu profile from the CTD east taken at statiou 18 
adjacent to the SW mooring on at 0520Z 11 August is well represented by with 
the corresponding temperatures taken from the sensors on the mooring. The 
layers identified from the vertical coherency analysis are labeled to the right. 
Another measure of the temporal variability of the frontal scale was found by 
examining the autocorrelation function of the calculated dynamic height from the 27 hour 
em time series. The e-folding time or this function was between the 1 and 2 hour lags 
indicating a rather rapid change in the magnihtde of the forcing for the geostrophic flow 
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Figure 23. eTD profile taken at the front during the CTD time series highlights 
the area of strong interleaving between 30 and 100 m. 
However, in terms of a model simulation, a time step can be adjusted to sample 
even the highest significant frequencies observed in the data_ Balancing economy of the 
step, model stability and desired length of integration time to the natural frequencies 
observed in the data is a function of mode! design and generally not a limitation. From the 
data collected at the BSPF it is apparent that the minimum scale of these natural time 
a 
Figure 24. (a) Energy density spectra of the u velocity component, taken by the 
current meier at 54 m depth on the NW mooring, shows high frequency energy 
(particularly 4 cpd) aside from the significant diurnal and semidiurnal peaks. (b) 
Energy density from the temperature record from the sensor at 80 m on the SW 
mooring depicts a cascade of energy through many frequencies between I - 10 
cpd. 
periods at the BSPF is on the order of J-2 hours. The fine spatial scales (-3.5 \em) found 
in the observed data an~ more stringent requirements to the model design as discussed in 
Chapter VII 
The Dext chapter is dedicated to further examining the time and space scales and 
the associah:d phenomena found directly at the front from the data cenceted during the 
27-hour erD time series 
IV. OBSERVED FRONTAL STRUCTURAL DETAIL 
Having described the important general hydrograpme teatures observed at the 
front during the summer of 1992, data are now presented that rclate tides, vertical mixing 
and internal waves to aspects of the vcrtical frontal structure and its horizontal variation 
For tms analysis the data from the 27·hour em time series and the tomographic 
temperature field are used 
A. VERTICAL STRUCTURE AT TffE FRO~T 
On 17 and 18 August, a 27-hour CTD time series was conducted \-vithin the 
strongest part of the surfac·c frontal zone in the castern part of the experimental area in 
water 216 m deep (see Figure 8). Through the use of bow thrusters and GPS navigation, 
the ship drift was maintained to less than 300 m for the entire period 
Figures 25a and b depict the time series of temperature and salinity obtained from 
the hourly casts_ Semi diurnal oscillations are evident at the base of the mixed layer depth 
Additionally, higher frequency oscillations are detected at the mixed·layer boundar), 
attributed 10 internal wave activity. Below 180 m depth, the temperature and salinity 
remain constant corresponding to the boltom mixed layer. The coolest watCT (BPW) is 
found at 50· 80 m depth but is discontinuous in the time series as the front oscillates 
horizontally with the tides. There is a noticeable but brief surface cooling during the early 
hours oflhe 18th wh.ich corresponds to the limited hours of darkness between sunset and 
sunrise (0049-0440Z) 
The bottom-corrected ten-minute averaged ADCP current record during this 
27-hour period is displayed in Figures 26a and b The velocities have been rOlated so 
that the v direction is purely cross-slope and the u direction is along-slope. One of the 
principal features observed is the correspondence of the wanner, more saline intrusions 
noticed in the CTD time series with the I' velocity component consistent with the frontal 
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gradients of temperature and salinity Cross- correlations between the ADCP velocities at 
each depth bin and temperature and salinity were petformed to further investigate this 
observation The v veio(;ity had a positive cross-correlation coeflicient (r) with 
temperature greater than 0.5 in 14 of22 ADCr depth bins (maximum r value at 86 m of 
0.86 with C4J 0.73 - 0.94) Additionally the v velocity was positively correlated with 
salinity (r > 0.5) in 16 of the of the 22 ADCP depth bins (maximum r value of 0.69 at 86 
m with CI95 : 0.42- 0.85). In contrast the u velocity had a maximum correlation 
coefficient of 0_59 with temperature (> 0.5 in only 2 depth bins) and maximum correlation 
coefficient with salinity 01'0.26_ In all correlations the maximum coefficients were found 
between 60- 100 m in the water column. This maximum correlation region is coin(;ident 
with the region of strong stability and interleaving of NAW and BPW masses in the 
vertical stmcture as further discussed below. 
figure 27 is a plot of temperature from all the CTD casts during the time series 
and the mean density profile for the time period From trus plot the distinction between 
various layers is clear The surface mixed layer can be seen extending to 20 m 
Immediately below the thermocline is a highly stratified regime C0ntaining significant 
examples of interleaving that can be seen extending down 10 100 m. From 100 m to 180 
m there is an obvious decrease in the extent of the interleaving and gradual 
homogenization of the water column as depth increases and stratification decreases A 
clearly observed bottom boundary layer about 40 m thick can be seen beginning at 180 m 
Tidally-generated vertical mixing above the bottom boundary layer may account for the 
diffuse nature of the front below 100m and the fdet that interleaving in this region is less 
energetic 
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Figure 27. A plot of temperature versus depth for a ll CTD casts during the time 
series and a plot of the mean density profil e distinguish the vertical structure 
found at the front. Five distinct zones can be identified: a surface mixed·1ayer, a 
highly st ratified interleaving zone eltendin g ueneath the thermocline to 100 m, a 
region of vertical mixing, and a bottom boundary layer can be observed. 
lnvestigation of the imponance of venical tidal mixing and its pOlential role in 
shaping the frontal structure of the BSPF was conducted using the data from the CTD and 
ADCP time series to calculate a lime series of the gradient Richardson number profile 
given by 
Ri=~ [(~ )',~n (4. 1) 
In a weakly stratified column, a sufficiently strong baroc1inic velocity structure can 
become unstable if, at somewhere in the flow, Richardson numbers values of 0.25 or less 
are found (necessary but not sufficient condition). Given adequate time for the amplitude 
ofthe instability to grow, the flow may become turbulent (Apel, 1987) 
The observed ADCP velocity data were time averaged to 10-minute windows 
surrounding the CTD sample times for shear (~ ) calculations The Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency (N), calculated from the CJl) data as equation (4.2), was venically averaged 
and smoothed over the 8 m ADCP depth bins 
(4.2) 
The Richardson number time series results are presented as a color contour in 
Figure 28. All Richardson numbers greater than 2, regions where strong stratification 
exists, were color-coded the same. The calculations do not extend into the surface mixed 
layer or bottom boundary layer due to the inherent boundary limitations of the ADCP. 
Between 20 and 100 m the strong stratification dominates the calculation. From 100 to 
180 m the critical Richardson number (0.25) is periodically realized . While stratification 
is increasingly smaller in this re!:,>ime, the shear is significant (maximum O.G! s·'). No 
regular periodicity was noted in the critical Richardson number which could be associated 
v,-ith an individual (u or v) velocity component 
To ascertain if the results could be attributed to the tidal flow, the calculation was 
repeated solely using the .M2 tidal fit to the ADCP current data in each bin (see section 
3. 1) for fonnulating the shear tenn. A mean N2 profile from the entire time series was 
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Values grea ter than 0.25 illdk:l te regions oflamin:lf now . 
before some shed 1- (maxill lulTI 0004 s I) was found below \00 nl The~ results di ffe red 
frOm lilal described above in that the regions of c ri tical Richardson number were mostly 
conlil\~J to deptib below 150 m (vice helow 100 m). In I' igure 12b it was previously 
noted that hat h the phase and inclination of lne M2 title varied wi lh depth (while the 
amplitude was nearly co nstant ) It is apparent that these vertical difl:'eren<:es in phase and 

inclination are responsible for the generation of this tv12 shear. However, the vertical 
structure of the M2 tide alone is insufficient to explain the generation of all of the 
observed shear. Resolution of higher frequency internal tidal species would be necessary 
to fully attribute tbis phenomena to internal tides. 
interpretation of the implications of the critical Richardson number in this instance 
must be done with caution What can be inferred is that if turbulent vertical mixing is 
present in the water column, it is most likely constrained to depths below 100 m and could 
be the result of baroclinic tides. Additional consideration still needs to be given on the 
time scales, growth rates and amplitudes of any instabilities which may generate 
turbulence and vertical mixing 
R. HORIZONTAL VARIA nON 
On 16 August, the tomographic part of the experiment began The BARTLETT 
remained in the vicinity of the SE mooring, which contained the vertical hydrophone 
array, for fouf days to receive the tornograpmc data being telemctered back to ship via a 
wireless computer link Using the 224 lIz bandpass source on the NE mooring, 
phase-encoded signals that correspond to short pulses after matched filtering were sent 
every 5 minutes Space-time processing of the vertical array data allowed tor resolving 
and tracking individual acoustic ray and mode arrivals. These were then compared to the 
predicted arrival .~tructure. The difterences in travel times were then used in an inversion 
to map a sound speed cross section at 5 minute intervals (Chiu et aI., 1994, 1995a, 
1995b). The sound-speed was then converted to temperature using an avenlge salinity 
field for the cross .~ection via inversion of a simple but rohust sound speed equation 
(Coppens, J 981). Figures 29 a and b arc temperature cross sections taken two hours 
apart as derived from the acoustic tomography Additionally. sequential temperature 
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movie format and provided a graphic visualization of the mesoscale now features which 
will be described below (also Chiu et aI., 1994) 
The temperature cross sections derived from the acoustic tomography achieve the 
synopticity that is absent from the CTD-derived cross sections Several important 
features have been discovered from the movie and these multiple cross sections First, 
internal waves can be observed vertically oscillating the mixed layer with an amplitude of 
~ 10 m. The frontal position can be observed to oscillate horizontally with the tides with a 
displacement of~· 5 km. Finally, and most interesting to this analysis, was the observation 
offilamented warm structures which push underneath the front at approximately 140-150 
m depth, pinch off, and dissipate in about a two hour period. Although these observations 
arc most elearly seen in a movie format, Figures 29 a-b represent a before and after shot of 
one of these filaments The temporal passage of these warm boluses can be seen in Figure 
30, a time series oftcmperature e)(tracted from the data tor a position 22 km south ofthe 
NE mooring and at 140 m depth (the * in Figure 29). The ~ 1.5 to 2-hour periodicity in 
the tilamental structure is present throughout the 13 hour-long record 
1'0 further investigate the origin of this phenomena, a vertical temperature time 
series for the same horizontal position (22 km south of the NE mooring) was taken from 
the tomographic data. This subset of the data was subjected to a principal component 
analysis (peA) following Preisendorfer (1988) such that the temperature T can be 
represented as the sum of principal components a/I) and eigenvectors e/ z) plus a residual 
term o(z,t): 
(4 .3) 
The objective of the PCA was to separate the variance associated with these filaments into 
a simpler form from the complex field of the total variance found in the temperature data 
Figure 3la represents the vertical eigenvector structure found in the data. 
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t'igure 30. A 12 hour time series of temperature at 5 minute intervals at a point 
22 kIn downrange from the NE mooring and at 140 m depth (position of the" in 
Figure 29) highlights the 1.5 - 2 hour Oucluations found in the tomography 
resulh. The slars (*) in this figure indicate the times of the images shown in 
Figure 29. 
Mode I vertical structure corresponds to the variance asso(.;iatcd with the 
semidiumal period and represents - 70 percent of the total variance. The vertical structure 
of Mode 2 has predominant period of 18 hours and a broad energy peak around a 2-hour 
period, It represents 14 percent of the total variance Mode 3 accounts for 8 percent of 
the total variance and its structure contains significant energy peaks at periods of 6 hours 
and 1.5 hours, Note that the vertical structures of both Modes 2 and 3 have peaks at -1 40 
m depth which correlates with the dcpth and the frequency of the filamental structures 
This position analyzed from this tomographic temperature time slice also 
corresponds to the location of the crn time series within 3 km. The lO-minute averaged 
II and v velocities from the CTD time series were subjected to the same type PCA 
Figure 31b is the vertical eigenvector structure contained in the v velocity data. Again, 
the Mode I velocity structure is associated with the semidiurnal frequency and contains 94 
percent of the total variance Mode 2 is also similar to the temperature structure in that 
it is associated with periods of 18 hours and 2 hours but only represents 3 percent of the 
total variance. Modes 3 and 4 are just significant relative to a comparison with 
eigenvalues calculattld from a random test matrix and each only represents - J percent of 
the total variance in the velocity structure. The energy density of the Mode 3 principal 
component contains peaks at periods of approximately 5 hours and 2 hours. Mode 4 of 
the velocity data also has a eigenvector amplitude peak at - 140 m and a significant 
energy density spectral peak also at a period of - 1.5 hours. The vertical structure of 
Modes 2 and 4 (Figure 31 b) show the best correlation with the frequency and dcpth of the 
filamental structures near 140 m 
Combining these results it is possible to interpret that the vertical eigenvector 
structure and principal component frequencies found in the ADCP data correlate with thc 
observed temperature structure derived from the tomography data Even though the 
higher modes of the velocity field contain little energy, their existence at the frontal 
interface is believed significant relative to temperature advection Suggesting an 
hypothesis for the forcing mechanism generating this high frequency phenomena is not so 
clear 
At 12-16 cpd, this oscillation is suggested to be above the range of internal tide 
frequencies (1-10 cpd) and into the internal wave frequency regime Purely vcrtical 
displacements from high frcquency internal wave oscillations cannot account for the 
apparent horizontal intrusions of warm water. The high correlation of v velocity and 
temperature at the front ITom the CTD time series and the general orientation of thc 
frontal gradients mitigates against alongslope advection as an interpretation of these 
regular oscillations. Continuing analysis of the tomographic data and a currer)! modeling 
study should lead to a better understanding of this observation. The presence of the these 
intriguing tilaments identified by the tomography, however, may further assist in 
explaining the observed temperature and salinity structure in the vicinity of the front which 
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CTD time series. Correspondence of the mudlll amplitude strncture is observed 
!lear 140 m. 
shows the BPW at mid-depth extending out oVl:.\r the slope with wanner modified NAW 
found underneath nearly to the 100 m isooath (Figure 17) 

V. OBSERVATIONAL IMPERATlVES 
A. FRONTAL CLASSll<'ICATION 
The BSPF has been found to possess many of the general characteristics attributed 
by Mooers et aL (1977) to a shelf-slopc frontal system as presented in the introduction 
lhcse include: (I) cold fresh BPW water abutting warm saline Norwegian Atlantic Water 
on the slope, (2) position topographically constrained to the bathymetry of the slope on 
the northern side of Bear Island Trough, (3) interleaving at the frontal interfa(;e ofBPW 
and NAW with salinity compcnsation which virtua!iy eliminates a density contrast, (4) 
width scale of 3 km which is the same order of the computed internal Rossby radius of 
deformation e;.5 km) (5) 112 tidal ellipses at the front aligned with the bathymetry, (6) 
BSPF isopleths retrograde to the bathymetry, and (7) a fro ntal zone very active in the 
internal wave and tidal frequency hands. However, some aspects make the sununertime 
BSPF unique 
Contrary to well-known examples of shelf-break fronts, such as off Georges Bank 
and the Mid-Atlantic Bight discussed by Gawarkiewiez and Chapman (1992) , there was 
no significant alongshelf flow in the shallow \\'ater to the north of the front. Model 
experiments by Gawark.lev.1cz and Chapman dcmonstrated that such a flow would 
generate a buoyancy flux towards deeper water in the benthic layer which would 
eventually bend up to the surface at the shelf break generating and maintaining the front 
Additionally, during the 22 days of the experiment no horizontal separation was observed 
in the vertical frontal layers described in Chapter IJT (e,g., the isopleths defining the 
surface salinity (density) front at the surface were continuous with the isopleths defining 
the strong temperature front below the mixed layer). In contrast, in the Mid-Atlantic 
Bight in the summer, the density expression of the shelf break front above the pycnocline 
often disappears (Burrage and Garvine, 1988) The observations in this experiment 
suggest that a depth-independent, quasi-stationary mechanism, such as the barotropic 
recirculation ofNAW within the trough, defines the frontal location (Gawarkiewicz and 
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Plueddemann, 1995) This characteristic ofa large steady current interacting with the 
bottom topography characterizing the frontal zone follows the description of a 
topographic-circulatory front given by Federov (1983) 
The preceding arguments, and in light of the proposed importance of tidal mixing 
in particular sections of the front by Kowalik and Proshitunsky (1995), suggest that the 
RSPF is a hybrid of a shelf-slope frontal system Figure 32 is a schematic frontal cross 
section representative of conditions, away from the influences of Finger Canyon, 
incorporating most of the conclusions made from the observations_ The front is well 
defined in the summer by a surface salinity and a corresponding density gradient_ The 
mixed layer can be seen to shoal as one looks northward across the front accompanied by 
increased stratification Mean surface flows at the front itself appear to be governed by 
the near surface density gradient. Below the mixed layer the front is defined by a 
moderate temperature gradient On the shelf side of the front the cold BPW can be seen 
extending out over the slope at mid depth. The currents on the northern side of the front 
(particularly below the mixed layer) are dominated by the semidiumal tides with only weak 
mean flows, suggestive of the cold Bear Island Current, foHowing the topography_ Four 
distinct vertical layers are found at the front : (1) the mixed layer, (2) a highly stratified 
regime which also contains fine structure or interleaving, (3) a more diffuse regime above 
the bottom boundary layer which is proposed to be the result of aperiod ic vertical mixing 
due to tidal shear, and (4) the benthic boundary layer (not depicted). The warm side of 
the front is dominated by the barotropic recirculation of NA W within Bear Island Trough 
ADCr current measurements and analysis ofTS properties indicate that NAW appears to 
move upslope and eventually underneath the mid-depth expression of the front 
Superimposed on this movement are high frequency small scale boluses of warm saline 
water, revealed by the tomographic analysis, which carry pulses upslope From a 
horizontal perspective (not depicted), the front is well-defined and relatively stable in 








Figure 32. A 2» schematic cross section of tbe summertime fron t is 
representative of the eastern section of the experimental area and summarizes 
many of the observations from the experiment. 
B. COMPARISON OF FINDINGS WITH RELATED STUDIES 
The proposed sununertime schematic of the front differs from that of Loeng 
(1991) primarily in that the direction of the flow along the southern side oflhe front is 
westward, ie., out of llcar Island Trough. Another difference is that a layer wmch could 
be distingui~hed as a 'transition layer' depi(;led hy Loeng below the surface mixed layer 
was not ohserved in this data. Finally, the presence of the 'sununcr front' a~ shown by 
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Loeng was not observed. This latter difference could also be attributed to the limited 
horizontal extent of the experimental area onto Svalbard Bank itself. 
Other more recent Barents Sea regional experiments and modeling studies havtl 
provided additional insight into the front beyond the resolution and scope of our data. T 
~1eClimans (personal communication, 1994) used the laboratory model of the Barents 
Sea, described in Chapter 1, to particularly investigate the BSPF features and dynamics 
He found that the bottom slope acts to stabilize currents along the front. Additionally, 
topographic Rossby waves propagating westv.'3rd induced local variability in the front as 
did topographic features (e.g., Finger Canyon) and were responsible for spawning cyclonic 
eddies. The record length of the data reponed here was too shon and spatially too coarse 
to resolve the flow in Finger Canyon or determine the presence of topographically-trapped 
Rossby waves However, the current and temperature records at the SW mooring at the 
mouth of Finger Canyon suggest the passage of an anticyclonic eddy-like feature early in 
the tlxperiment followed by a down-canyon flow of colder water. This feature, however, 
was too poorly resolved to be discussed funher here. Eddies which may be associated 
with the mesoscale flow in the canyon likely penurb the frontal position in the immediate 
vicinity of the canyon and locally modify hydrographic parameters (Figures 10 and 21) 
Up and down canyon transports may increase cross-frontal transfer. Contrary to our brief 
observations, McClimans' model incorporates the flow ofNAW to the northeast forming 
the frontal boundary. In his model NAW was panially cooled and freshened along the 
front and carried the resulting TS propenies fanhcr into the Barents Sea 
Gawarkicwicz and Plueddcmann (1995) have recently modeled the circulation in 
the Bear Island Trough region using idcaliud bathymetry and mean flows as a process 
SUldy_ Their model was able to reproduce the basic flows and cross-shelf gradients of 
hydrographic variables observed in our data In addition, their model was able to 
reproduce a barotropic southwestward recirculation of NAW inside Bear Island Trough 
trapped at the 260 m isobath_ This isobath corresponds to the sill depth at the head of the 
trough which the NAW, carried by the Nordkapp Current, must cross prior to entering the 
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deeper regions and pockets of the eastern Barents Sea. With no significant mean BPW 
flow on the shelf in their model, the front dynamically represents a boundary between the 
barotropic recirculation and the cold BPW on the shclf (a topographic-circulatory front) 
In their model modification of the NAW along the front represents an advective and weak 
lateral diffusive balance. 
Recent surface drifter data (Poulain et aI. , 1995) from the Barents Sea lends some 
supporr to the recirculation hypothesis_ The circulation pattern suggested by the drifters 
is similar to that proposed by Gawarkiewicz and Plueddemarm (1995). The drifters, 
which were drogued at 15 m, suggest that the major branch of the NAC which flows into 
the Barents Sea and forms the North Cape Current foHows the 250-300 m isobath, close 
to the coast of Norway as seen in Figure I. The drifter tracks diverge past 25~E and 
follow the other paths described in the literature such as the Murmansk Current and 
Novaya Zemlya Current. Another weaker and more northerly branch of the North Cape 
Current was identified by only a few drifters which entered directly into the Bear Island 
Trough_ Once inside the trough, the paths of the buoys were highly circuitous and all the 
buoys had long residence times in the trough (order 1-2 months) Two of the buoys 
eventually proceeded to the cast OUt of the trough and into the central Barents Sea during 
the fall and winter of 1994-1995 One buoy lost its drogue, exited to the we.~t and 
rejoined the NAC a.~ the Wcst Spitsbergen Current The long residence times of the 
drifters partially supports the presence of some recirculation in the trough 
The conditions ofthc BSPF in the summer of 1992 reported here, combined with 
the results of Gawarki~-wicz and Piueddemann (1995) and the drifter data sel of Poulain 
et aI. (1995) have motivated the following modeling study into the circulation of 
Norv.'egian Atlantic Water in the Barents Sea and its relation to the Polar Front 
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VI. THE MODELTh'G PROGRAM 
A. RACKGROUND 
The second objective of this research, to analyze the relation of the front to the 
regional oceanography, will be undertaken. The hypotheses on the recirculation of NA W 
inside Bear Island Trough, inferred from the observational data, will also be investigated 
more detaiL Numerical simulation of the currents and water mass properties is the best 
tool to simultantlously achieve these tasks by providing the coverage, resolution, 
synopticity, and dimensionality not available from either direct observations or satellite 
data. Acoustic oceanographic tomography will in the near future provide another option 
for oceanographers to examine such problems 
1. Why the whole Arctic? 
In planning the numerical experiments, a prime goal was to avoid the problem of 
specif):ing transports at open boundaries to the Barents Sea domain. As discussed in the 
introduction, transport estimates into and out of the Barents Sea are poorly knO\vn. To 
avoid contamination of results and reducc possible misinterpretations of the model 
predictions, the solution was to ensure the Barents Sea was well removed from any model 
boundaries. The major currents which carry the warm Atlantic Water to the Barents Sea 
are part of a global occan conveyor belt circulation which transports heat poleward 
rhese currents are an inherent part of the world's climate system (Broecker, 1991) 
However, by resolving the circulation in the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean, sufficient 
simulation accuracy is achievable, Observational density in the North Atlantic and 
southern portion of the Nordic Seas improves the quality of climatological averages used 
in initializing and forcing the model near these regions which in tum improves model 
performance in simulating these portions of thc global current system. Treating the Arctic 
as a closed basin is an acceptable first order assumption as its connections to the Pacific 
Ocean are estimated to be a transpon of - 1.5 Sv (Semtner, personal communication, 
1994; Aagaard and Greisman, 1975). The closed basin assumption was made for this 
study but inclusion of river discharge and specifYing transports through Bering Strait will 
be included in follow-on sensitivity studies, Finally, the computational expense of using a 
hemispheric or global model was avoided to maximize the number of experiments and 
simulations for the given computer resources 
2. What to simulate? 
Chapter V sununarizes the observed scales and forcing observed at the BSPF in 
August 1992. The aim of the simulation is to replicate these scales and forcing 
mechanisms 
time scale - 2 hours 
horizontal scale - 3.5 km 
vertical resolution - 10 m or less in the upper water column 
barotropic and baroclinic circulation 
semidiumal tidal forcing 
To compare model predictions with this unique data set, it was sought to simulate the 
summertime conditions of 1992 as best possible with the model 
The Barents Sea is essentially ice free in sununer (Gloerson et a\, 1992) 
However, it is not isolated from the influence of melted sea ice as was noted in the 
description of the front Inclusion of sea ice in a numerical simulation of the Arctic is an 
essential element. The simulations reported here, however, are of an ice free Arctic Ocean 
because coupling and development of the sea ice model portion of the research is still in 
progress. A sense of the role of ice formation/melting can be achieved by restoration of 
the surface waters to climatological temperature and salinity data on a monthly basis to 
estimate the influences of sea ice on the oceanography. 
Several grid re~olutions were fonnulatcd, but with the finite relationship between 
time step, grid spacing, and required computational time, trade-offs ultimately became 
necessary to make the experiments tractable The single greatest shortcoming of this 
modeling effort was the necessary compromise made in horizontal resolution. AJso, the 
high resolution forcing fields for such a projected broad domain at 5 km or less resolution 
were not available. Compilation and interpolation from many data sets would he required 
to achieve realistic fields . The final horilOntal resolution of the model was -18 km which 
does not resolve the fundamental scale of the baroclinic Rossby radius; however, 
comhined with the 30 vcrticallevels it docs represent the highest resolution model known 
for the entire Arctic region 
3. Collaboration 
Given the human time scale of this modeling effort, I was grateful to he given the 
opportunity to join in a collaboration with Dr. Wieslaw Maslowski, Naval Postgraduate 
School, in this portion of my research We have used our combined efforts to develop 
this model to the point where the predil.1:ed fields were able to be studied in earnest in less 
than one-year, an accomplishment which was not achievable working alone_ Though our 
goals were entirely unique, the collaboration has benefited each of our research efforts 
Dr. Maslowski's friendship, knowledge and insight are once again most thankfully 
acknowledged 
H. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS 
The model used for the simulations is the Semtner-Chervin General Circulation 
Madej (GeM) with a free-surface (Semtner, 1974; Semtner and Chervin, 1988; Killworth 
et al ., J989; Killworth et aI., 1991; and Semtner, 1995) The model has its roots in the 
fonnulation of Bryan (1969) (Bryan and Cox). The finite difference scheme, on an 
Arakawa B Scheme (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976), solves the primitive equations on a 
spherical coordinate system. Assumptions made in the equations are (1) thin shell (earth's 
radius much greater that the depth of the ocean) (2) hydrostatic assumption (3) 
Boussinesq approximation, and (4) Coriolis tenns and viscous tenns in the horizontal 
momentum equation including w (vertical motion) are neglected 
The system of equation reduces to seven basic model equations with sevt.->Jl 
unknowns as follows 
u and v momentum equations 
~ +L(u)-fv = - P .. :"' +~ + Kv~+ Kh 'lUu) (6.1) 
(6.2) 
Hydrostatic and Continuity equations for pressure (p) and vertical velocity w 
~= -p£ (6.3) 
.;,.~~ + a~ ~ ~(VCOS¢l)+-t; =0 (6.4) 
The tracer equations for temperature (T) and salinity (S) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
The Equation of State for density (p) 
p = peS, T,p) (6.7) 
The following variables and operators contained in the ~4uations are defined 
below 
a ""Earth's radius 
n =Earth' s angular rotation speed 
(Ie, Q, Z, t) =(longitude,latitude,height,time) 
po=mean density 
f = 2Qsin¢l (Coriolis parameter) 
(K"K v ) = (Horizontal, Vertical) ~ddy viscosity coeffici~nts 
(Dh,Dv) = (Horizontal, V~nical) eddy diffusivity coefficients 
Advective Operator (d~fined for a dununy variable y) 
L(y) = ~~.~+ H~ .~(VYcos¢)+~ 
Laplacian friction Operator (used to define the bihannonic operator) 
Bihannonic Friction Operator 
(6.8) 
(69) 
The model boundary conditions are briefly summarized as follows At the lateral 
walb a no-slip boundary is imposed such that u = v =0. No flux of heat or salt allowed 
through the boundary At the bottom, the f10w is required to follow the slop~ of the 
bathymetry and no fluxes are allowed through the bottom Bottom stress (t,) is a 
~ 
quadratic approximation as from using the boltom total velocity vector U , a bonom drag 
coefficient (CJ and the thickness of the bottom layer, d, in the fonn" 
(6]]) 
8! 
At the surface, wind stress ('t), heat flux (Q,) and salt flux (E) are specified 
Also, the vertical velocity at the surface is allowed to be a function of the sea surface 
height 11 (free sUlface) 
w =:tatz =O (6. [2) 
By allowing a free-surface, the model is required to explicitly solve both the 
barodinic and barotropic components of the motion The harotropic motions are defined 
through the following equations which are recognizable as the shallow-water set of 
equations 
Barotropic momentum (U, V) 
(6.13) 
(614) 
Free-surface hydrostatic relationship 
P;:I = gn(l", $, t) (6 IS) 
Continuity in temlS of sea-surface 
~+ ~~Q ~+ ~~~~(vcos¢t) =0 (6 16) 
where - J-I is depth of the water column and the barotropic velocities are defined 
" u = ~ udz 
y ~ JVdL 
The fo rcing terms for the barotropic field arc defined as follows where F" and F' 
are the turbulent friction tenns in equations (6.1 ) and (62) respectively 
The detail of the numerical implementation of the model are found in Killwonh 
et al. (1989), but can be summarized as follows_ The baroclinic velocities and tracer 
fields are integrated over one baroclinic time step, ~t (leapfrog in time). The tenns X and 
Yare calculated as part of the baroclinic time step and are assumed to vary slowly in time 
The barotropic motions, which vary mueh more quickly in time and includc phenomena 
such as surface gravity waves, must be integrated over smaller time steps, ~t', for 
long-tenn stability, Semtner (personal communication, 1994) has modified the approach of 
KilJwonh et al. (1989) by integrating the barotropic equations for time step n over 2~t and 
averaging the resulting barotropic velocities which are coupled back to the baroclinic 
rnode 
The scheme is as follows 
Ua,,~=* n~~u where nb=2 .~ (6.19) 
The model uses a second-order accurate finite difference seheme and is flexible for 
use over small regional domains or for global applications With the free-surface 
condition, smoothing of the real bathymetry is not required The method has been 
optimized to run very efficiently on parallel-vector machines such as the Cray-n1P 
VII. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The development of Semtner-Chervin GeM into a simulation model of the Arctic 
and Nordic Seas began with the estahlisrunent of the model grid and interpolation of the 
corresponding bathymetry for the region. Additional improvements to the model for use 
in the Arctic induded insertion of an optimized equation of state for the colder 
temperatures, improving and tuning eddy diffusivity and viscosity coefficients, and 
determination of initial and forcing fields 
A. MODEL DOMAIN AND BATHYMETRY 
The use of spherical coordinates in modeling the entire Arctic region fails at the 
North Pole due the convergence of the meridians to a singularity. To solve successfully 
the model equations, a polar model domain must exelude the Earth's poles by rotating the 
model grid off the pole. To achieve this rotation, a model grid was established which 
spans the equator with dimensions of 60 degrees by 50 degrees (361 by 30) grid points) 
Selection of the model sparming the equator was done to minimize the change in the 
meridional separation distance with latitude and thus providing a near uniform grid 
spacing. The real Arctic domain was then mapped into this modd box by specifYing the 
location of the North Pole within the domain to achieve the desired Arctic coverage 
(Figure 33a). The corresponding latitude and longitude for each grid point was then 
calculated (Figure 33b), The only variable in the model formulation which is sensitive to 
this model grid rotation on the globe is the Coriolis parameter, A true Coriolis parameter 
was calculated from the latitude which corresponds to the real Arctic domain for each grid 
point and was used in the integration 
Bathymetry for the model was coUated from several sources. Interpolation of the 
ETOP5 data set from the NOAA National Oceanography Data Center to the grid points 
was used over most of the domain, Hand-gridded data sets from charted data for the 
Greenland Sea (provided by Dr. Wiesiek Maslowski), the Barents Sea (provided by Dr 
Andrey Proshintinsky), and the Central ArcticlLomonsov Ridge (Parsons) were used in 
those particular regions to overcome known discrepancies in the ETOP5 data. Additional 
corrections for the Barents Sea were obtained from observations compiled and provided 
by Dr. Norm Cherkis, Naval Research Laboratory 
The vertical structure of the model was divided into 30 vertical layers of varying 
thickness and is described in Table 7. The gridded Arctic bathymetry was then mapped to 
the model levels. The shallowest ocean point was forced to have 2 vertical layers giving 
the minimum model depth of 45 m The deepest bathymetry at ocean points was 
truncated to 4300 m from this technique The final resulting model grid and 
corresponding bathymetry is provided in Figure 34 









Table 7. Vertical Structure or the Arctic Model. 
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Figure 33:.1: The model grid as defined over the equator spans 60 degrees in a 
meridional direction and 50 degrees in a zonal direction. The ~ mark.'! tbe 
position of the North Pole which was inserted. 
60 100 140 IS O 260 :100 
Figure 33b. The Illodel grid after being mapprd 10 thl;' An:tic from the positioll 
of the North Pole at grid point (12[,139). Contours afC of real latitude and 
longitude calculated for earh grid point. Land masses have been sh aded gra}. 
Figure J-i : Contours o r the model bathy metry (meters) IIrter ass ignment or 
interpolated ba thymetry 10 the s pecified model le\lels depkts the high resolution 
o bt:, illed th rough the use 0( 30 \lertkalle\lels. 

B. FINDING AN EQUATION OF STATE 
The version of the Semtner-Chervin formulation which was dcvcloped into the 
Arctic model contained a very computationally efficicnt equation of state (EOS) from 
Eckart ( \958) However the accuracy of the Eckart EOS suffers in the extreme cold 
temperatures of Arctic waters. Simply inserting the full UNESCO Equation of State for 
Sea Water (1980) ovcrcomcs the accuracy problems but computational efficiency is lost 
An independent computational experiment was performed to select the best EOS 
for use in the model to provide maximum accuracy and computational efficiency. The 
EOS's evaluated in thc cxperiment werc the full UNESCO (1981), Eckart (1958) [EK], 
Bryan and Cox (1972) [BC], Friedrich and Levitus (1972) [FL] , and Mellor (1991) llill-] 
The full UNESCO EOS is accepted as the accuracy standard 
EK is a rational quadratic equation in temperature and linear in salinity which 
predicts seawater density based upon a fit to scant laboratory data collected from very 
early this century (two salinities and four temperature points on each of various pressure 
isotherms). As will be demonstrated, this simple equation is still of sufficient accuracy 
over a large pressure range (0. 05 kg m·') for many applications. FL use a polynomial fit to 
the Knudsen equation (Fofonoft; 1962) to efficiently derive seawater dcnsity. In the upper 
2000 m a seven term polynomial is used which is cubic in temperature with a quadratic 
pressure correction. In the remaining deeper part of the water column, only a 5 teml 
polynomial is used which is quadratic in temperature with a quadratic pressure correction 
BC use a 9 term cubic polynomial til to the Knudsen equation ,"vith a slight 
variation from a oollection of global temperature and salinity points compiled from the 
NODC data base, lhey determined mid-point tcmperature (To)' salinity (So), dcnsity (pJ 
values at specific depths for the entire ocean. They then began their fonnulation by 
looking al the departures from these pressure specific midpoints lS,+.1.S, To+.1.T, Po+t.p] 
The resulting polynomial, detennined in a least squares fit to the Knudsen equation, 
provides the density departure from the midpoint at a particular depth Coefficienls for 

the polynomial are then depth dependent since pressure is inferred (not explicit) in the 
fonnulation The technique used in this experiment differed from the original work of 
Bryan and Cox in that the temperature and salinity ranges were specified at selected model 
depths and that the least squares fit was made to the full UNESCO EOS. Additionally, 
the temperature and salinity ranges were taken from an interpolation to the model grid of 
the annual mean temperature and salinity fo und in the LeYitus and Boyer (1994) and 
Levitus et a1. (1994) climatological atlas. Finally, the resulting nonnalized densities were 
restored to real density by adding back the median density for that pressure (pJ 
:ML found the most computationally inefficient part of the UNESCO equation of 
state was the pressure tenn, Calculating just p(S,e,O) was about a factor of 3 
computationally faster that calculating the fu ll density p(S,f:l,p) where e is potential 
temperature. To obtain a pressure correction, he relied on the relationship that the 
adiabatic density gradient is proportional to sound speed squared C(S,T,p) 
(7.1) 
1\11. then uses a sound speed tenn to account for the pressure couection such that 
peS, T, p) '" pes, T, 0) + 104~( I - 0.20~ ) (7.2) 
where c is the speed of sound which is a function of potential temperature c(S,e,p) (which 
is not true sound speed c(S, T,p». The sound speed is calculated from a simple polynomial 
expression which is quadratic in pressure and temperature 
The experiment was comprised of twO parts: speed and accuracy All 
computations were performed on a eray YMP-EL98 at the Naval Postgraduate School 
To perform the tests eight depths were chosen on which to perform the tests. At each 
depth a 100 by 100 was matrix was filled with equally spaced temperature and salinity 
va!ues spanning the minimum/maximum ranges determined from the annual Levitus and 
Boyer (1994) climatological atlas for the Arctic Model region. Table 8 describes the 
depths and in situ temperature and salinity ranges used in this experiment. All in situ 
temperatures were converted to potentia! temperature and used in calculating the potential 
density. The FL EOS contains an equation to restore pressure effects and uses in situ 
temperature before calculating the density. The BC coefficients were derived from a fit to 
potential density. The routines in each EOS subroutine were designed for maximum 
vtXtorization during computations and to mimic the calling structure used in the model 
Minimum 1 Muimum I' 
Salinity Salinity 
(psu) (psu) 
10 -\.76 16.69 I 18.41 ~ ~ -1.91 J4,50 26.40 35.80 130 -1.98 35.~
550 -0.96 10.81 35.54 
1090 -1.00 I 35.80 
2090 3,59 34.48 
3090 ·1.30 2.87 34.90 34.97 
4090 -0.65 34.90_~~ 
Table 8. Depths and temperature and salinity ranges used in testing various 
EOS's. Note that the temperatures at 10, 60 and 130 m depth have been set to 
the freezing point. The methodology used in creating the Levitus and Boyer 
(1994) climatological data set allowed temperatures of -YC to persist in the Arctic 
region. 
Figure 35 summarizes the spel'1l tests based upon 10000 calls to each routine 
Speed is given in average CPU time per calL The range of times covers two orders of 
magnitude. The UNESCO routine by far is the most computationally inefficient l\-fL 
retlects a speed increase of almost 10 times by use of the pressure effeet simplification 
The leaner polynomial equations used in FL, BC and EK show the tremendous 
~ 
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Figure 35. A bar for each equation of state tested depicts the average CPU time 
per call over a sample of 10000 calls on a log scale. ~:ach call to the routine 
performed 800 density calculations. 
computational advantage in using these fonnulations with the BC equation proving the 
most efficient in this experiment. 
To couple accuracy with speed. plots were made of the difference fields from 
UNESCO for each equation of :;;tate tested rhc plots, Figure 36a through 36h, are 
made in temperature and salinity coordinates with contours of ditfcrenee~ in potential 
density made in real units (kg m-J) Figure 36a represents the difference field at 10 dbars 
The ML equation reflects the minimal impact of a 10 dbar pressure coneetion on the 
density and is essentially a duplication of the UNESCO calculation of p(S,A,O) The 
inaccuracies of EK at temperatures below zero are clear; however, its accuracy at median 
values cannot he discounted. The FL formulation shows a near constant bias of - 0.02 
kg m ' accept in cool or warm fresh watef. The Be formulation appears accurate to 
v.ithin 0.002 kg m") over the entire range of temperature and salinity 
Increasing pressure has an adverse effect on the accuracy of all formulations 
except EK which maintains an error magnitude on the order orO.05 kg m·' throughout the 
water column. However, EK is clearly the most inaccurate for Arctic applications with 
large errors for cold and salty waters. The :ML is most accurate consistently throughout 
the water column with Be and FL being second and third. At 3090 and 4090 dbar, the 
inaccuracies of the FL formu lation switching to a 5 term polynomial at depths below 2000 
m are evident in Figures 36g and 36h as the error magnitude essentially doubles 
To finally evaluate the balance between speed and accuracy, the error induced by 
density inaccuracies in the model must be evaluated The model resolution lends to 
minimize the inaccuracies used in the various formulations. For horizontal velocities the 
model solves for the pressure gradient through the vertical integration of the hydrostatic 
equation for layer k" 
dp =-g 1 pdz (7.3) 
Vertical model resolution (dz) varies from 20 m in the shallow levels to 200 m in the 
deeper levels To perform scale analysis on the errors on the model calculations, the 
geostrophic velocity relationship was used 
(74) 
rhrec representative density error magnitudes were selected (.001 , 01, 1) from 
the accuracy tests and were doubled to account for maximum error from a finite 
difference estimation. Assuming p, f, dyconstant, the error then associated with the 
velocity calculation can be calculated through the pressure difference. Table 9 provided 
the simple error estimation from this scale analysis on the velocity 
Comparing the accuracy and speed of"Ml.. and BC in light of this scale analysis, the 
ML equation would he one order of magnitude more accurate both at shallow and deeper 
levels in velocity calculations but one order of magnitude slower. However, the BC 
formu lation should still be accurate to the third decimal placc in geostrophic velocity al the 
surface and the second decimal placc at deeper levels 
0.0020 
0.2000 
Velocity error for 
dz " 20m(cms -'j 
0.0100 
Table 9, Scale of gwslrophic velocity 
inaccuracies. 
Velocit)" error for 
dz = 200 m (em so') 
0.0010 
associated with the EOS 
The last consideration on the density accuracy is its potential effect on the 
performance of the convective adjustment routine. This algorithm redistributes the 
buoyancy vertically in the water column to ensure stability through simple mixing of the 
vertical levels. Whether the temperature and salinity of two vertical levels are mixed 
depends on the density difference between the lower and upper level when density is 
calculated at the pressure of the upper kvcl. The effect of the density inaccuracies on tms 
comparison can be interpreted through the gradient of the density difference fields from 
UNESCO with respect to temperature or salinity. A large gradient would be associated 
with larger errors when comparing densities of different temperature and salinity values at 
the same pressure The maximum gradients were found with respect 10 temperature for 
all four EOS's. At upper levels, the EK EOS has a maximum density difference gradient 
with respect to temperature magniTUde of 0.03 (kg m-l 0(" '). Similarly, .FL, !\-iL and Be 
are 0.01, 5 10·" . and 0.003 kg m-' "("', respectively. At deeper levels all the equations 
had gradients on the order of 002 (kg mol °Cl ) An example of a convective adjustment 
l' igure 36a. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 10 m for the four tested 
Equations of State show the Mellor (1991) equation to be most accurate. 
Figure 36b. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 60 m. 
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Figure 36c. The difference field rrom UNESCO EOS at 130 m. 
" 
Figure 36d. The difference field from U:1Io"ESCO EOS at 550 m. 
Figure 36e. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 1090 m. 
100 
Figure 36f. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 2090 m. 
Figure 36g. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 3090 m. 
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Figure 36h. The difference field from UNESCO EOS at 4090 ffi. 
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error due to density inaccuracies was found when testing the perfonnance of the routinc 
on a Eurasian Basin temperature and salinity profile extracted from climatology data 
Most significantly, tests with EK EOS showed an erosion of the Arctic haloc!ine through 
the convective adjustment mixing process when the other EOS's tested predicted the 
profile through the halocline would remain convectively stable 
On the basis of this experiment, the Bryan and Cox EOS was selected for use in 
the model experiments. The speed of the BC equation combined with minimal sacrifices 
of accuracy for derived model parameters were its key attributes. MJ" provides a 
substantial increase in speed and marginal loss of accuracy when compared to UNESCO 
and is ideally suited for models using isopycnal or sigma vertical coordinates where the 
Be formulation is incompatible 
C. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL MIXING PARAl\iETERIZATlON 
Selection of the coefficients for the horizontal and vertical viscosity and diffusivity 
terms (~, Dh, 1<", and D) in equations (6-1), (6-2), (6-3) and (6-4) is an inherent aspect 
to successful model simulation. The magnitude of these coefficients affect the amount of 
tOlal kinetic energy, the distribution of that energy in frequency and space as we!! as the 
degree to which water masses mix. The assigned value of the coefficients serve to finish 
the parameterization of effects of turbulence or fuction in the momentum and tmcer 
equations in terms of a mean or known variable. The space and time scales of turbulence 
decrease ad infinitum preventing complete expression of all turbulence variables within a 
given number of equations. Turbulent or eddy parameterizations close the set of 
equations so that an equal number of unknowns and equations exist in the system. 
The closure scheme used to account for the turbulent effects in the 
Semtner-Chervin GeM model equations represents a first order closure (Haltiner and 
Williams, 1980). The turbulent or frictional effects are parmeterized as an eddy viscosity 
or diffusivity (mixing length or K closure), Higher order closure schemes can better 
parameterize the effects of turbulence generation, mixing and dissipation but require 
10< 
additional computer time and storage (Mellor and Yamada, 1982). Planned future 
improvements to the model include use of a higher order turbulence closure scheme 
However, the real test of model turbulent closure schemes comes in comparison with 
observations 
Instantaneous vertical eddy viscosity and diffusion coefficients, K., and D,., in the 
1/4 degree eddy-resolving global circulation model arc derived following Pacanowski and 
Philander (1981) (Semtner and Chervin, 1992) It is a fonnulation based upon the 
empirical studies of Robinson (1966) and Jones (1973) using a neutral static stability 
coefficient and the bulk Richardson number. Stability in the water column used to 
calculate the Richardson number is predicted from the temperature gradient alone. In the 
very cold Arctic water, salinity is the prime determinant of density and the Pacanowski and 
Philander (1981) fonnulation, optimized for the tropics, would not be a suitable 
parameterization 
Two approaches to assigning values to the vertical coefficients were taken in 
model experiments. The first and simplest was assigning commonly used constant values 
to the coefficients (K,.. = 10 em" S· l and 0 ,. =0.3 em" S· I) taken from the litemture (Boning 
and BudiC\l, 1992) The second was using a modified Munk and Anderson (1948) 
approach v.-ith guidance adapted from Brooks (1994) and Endoh et al (1981) The 
equations used in the formulations are as follows· 
At each time step n, the coefficient values were updated following Brooks (1994) in the 
equation below when~ K,.. and 0 ,. from the above equations are presented as ¢. 
The Richardson Number was calculated using the density gradient for stability (0) from 
equation (4. 1). The choice for ~ and Dw the neutral static stability coefficients (Ri ""0), 
were taken as 100 eml S·I and 50 cm1 S· I. The selection of these were consistent with 
values in Brooks (1994), Endoh et aI, (1981) and Foo et al. (1981) which are coastal and 
continental shelf studies, Due to the large areas of continental shelf within the model 
domain and the increased vertical resolution, these values were deemed appropriate 
Figure 37 presents the nonnalized functions described in equations (7.5) and (7.6) and 
relates their perfonnance with respect to the Richardson number 
Horizontal viscosity and diffusivity are parameterized through used of the 
biharmonic fiiction operators. The fourth order derivatives allows the bihannonic friction 
to act on the small scales more strongly than that on the large scales as compared to the 
Laplacian friction fonnulation (pond and Picard, 1982). By using the biharmonic fiiction, 
the overall fiiction placed on the mean flow and eddies necessary for numerical stability 
can be reduced and more realistic simulations should result 
Values for the biharmonic coefficients used in the models simulations were initially 
taken from commonly used values given by Boning and Budich (1992) which range from 
_08·10' ;> to -2.S·iO:·. Adjustments from these values were made to reduce the numerical 
noise seen in individual experiments and are provided in Chapter Vlll 
D. MODEL INlTlALIZA nON 
After model testing 'with homogeneous and horizontally homogeneous profiles of 
temperature and salinity, initialization fields from climatological data were constructed 
Annual average temperature and salinity data from the Levitus and Boyer, (1994) and 
Levitus et al. (l994) climatological atlases, which are at I" spacing and at 33 vertical 
levels, were first linearly interpolated to the model grid, In this step the 1° land points and 
bathymetry presenl in lhe alias were maintained, The next step used a combination of 
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Figure 37. Normalized coefficients of vertical eddy diffusivity and viscosity are 
plotted with respect to the Richardson number. In regions of strong stability the 
vertical coefficients are e:ctrcmely small but increase dramaticaUy for Richardson 
1"umbers less than 1. 
points missing in the modd grid from the first step. This three step procedure seem to 
provide acceptable temperature and salinity values for ocean points in such difficult areas 
as the Canadian Archipelago_ Surface layer (10 m) temperatures and salinities from the 
monthly climatological data fields were treated in the same manner in interpolating to the 
model grid 
Temperature data at each ocean point were tested for adherl:lnce to freezing point 
minima. The methodology of the construction of the climatological fields of ttmperalure 
allowed a minimum temperature of -3°C to be recorded in tht atlas (Boyer and Levitus, 
1994) These temperatures are highly unrealistic given the corresponding salinity 
provided at the same point. To provide more realistic fields for initialization, these 
"supercooled" ocean points were reset to the freezing point Finally al l temperatures 
were converted to potential temperature for use in the model 
E. MODEL FORCING 
Surface wind stress, heat flux, and salt fl ux compose the surface forcing fields 
available in the Semtner-Chervin GeM. Climatological wind stress data for 1992 from 
the European Center for Medinm Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) was provided by 
Anthony Craig of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The u and v 
wind stress components are on a 2.5" grid and recorded at 00002 and 12002 for each day 
orthe year. Two model forcing data sets were constructed from this data 
To fom} the two forcing fields, the wind stress data were averaged over an annual 
period and a three-day period. The averaged fields were interpolated to the model grid 
using a planar interpolation algoritlun. Additionally the axes were rotated and the u and v 
windstress components were projected onto the model grid so that positive v pointed to 
the model North Pole and positive /I pointed to east relative to the model pole. Figure 38 
represents the annual average windstress fields in vector fonn. The northeasterly winds 
for 1992 across the Greenland and Norwegian Seas appear representative of long term 
average annual climatological fields (Trenbenh et at, [988) 
In lieu of prescribing the heat and salt fluxes, the near surface layer (lO m) was 
restored to prescribed temperature and salinity conditions. For the experiments involving 
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figure 38. 1992 annual mean wind stress vecturs have been interpolated and 
projected 01110 the model grid (dynes em-'). The predominant northeasterly flow 
across the Greenland and Norwegian Sea is consistent with long term 
cl imatological depictions. 
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Figure 39a. The variance taken from the 12 monthly mean .~ulface fields of 
temperature from the Levitus and Hoyer (1994) climatological atlas shows the 
regions of the strongest variable surface forcing in the model. Units are ·C'. 
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Figure 39b. An analogous variance plot for the monthly fields of salinity shows 
the importance of river (UlJoR" in the A,·ctic to the challges in sud·ace salinity. 
Units :ln~ pSll l . 
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the annual surface temperature and salinity fields For the experiment which used the set 
aD -daily average wind stress fields, the surface layer was subjected to a 30-day restoring 
factor to monthly mean temperature and salinity for that particular month. Figures 39a 
and b represent the variance of the set of the monthly temperature and salinity fields used 
for the restoring_ The regions which show the greatest variance in temperature are the 
Labrador Sea, the East Greenland Polar Front, and the Bering Strait. The summertime 
river runoff from the McKenzie, Ob and Lena Rivers provide the largest salinity variance 
in the model forcing 

VIII. mE MODELED CONDITIONS 
Three numerical experiments were conducted to examine the predicted conditions 
for the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas. The first experiment used the arulUaI averages of 
wind stress, temperature and salinity described in Chapter VII to provide the forcing for 
the model and was termed the annual forcing experiment. The second experiment used the 
annual forcing combined with semidiumal tidal forcing using the M2 tidal solution from 
Schwiderski (1980) and was termed the tidal forcing experiment. The third experiment 
used the 3-day average 1992 wind stress fields and Levitus monthly mean temperature and 
salinity surface restoring for forcing as outlined in Chapter VII but without semidiumal 
tides. This last experiment was tenned the seasonal forcing experiment Detailed results 
from the first experiment are presented and then contrasted with the second and third 
A. Am.'1!AL FORCING EXPERIMENT 
The model was initialized with the interpolated annual mean temperature and 
salinity fields and the 1992 annual mean ECMWF wind stress was allowed to ramp up 
over 1 model day_ Restoring to mean annual climatological fields of temperature and 
salinity was set to 30 days only at the suriace for the entire model grid but at all model 
levels for locations within 3" of the model boundary in the North Atlantic and North Sea 
to better simulate the inOow into the interior domain Biharmonic coefficients for 
viscosity and diffusion were both set at -4.0 '10'9, The Richardson-number-based vertical 
mixing scheme presented in Chapter 7 was utilized, The quadratic boLtom friction 
coeJficient was set to -4 ,0 010-1 The internal time step was set at 15 minutes and the 
external time step was set at 30 seconds. The model achieved a stable equilibrium after ~ 
13 months of integration based on the total kinetic energy calculated for the system. The 
mean energy level is not a constant. A low amplitude, low frequency oscillation persists 
about the mean whieh has been described as a vacillation between kinetic and potentia! 
energy by Cox (1987) and Boning (1989) 
Figures 40,41,42, and 43 present the predicted mean fields of near surface (10 m) 
temperature, salinity, sea surface height, surface velocity for the entire modcl grid based 
on the average of fields from every third day from model year 1.5 to 2. The significant 
oceanographic features of the Arctic and Nordic Seas including the Norwegian Atlantic 
Current, West Spitsbergen Current, Beaufort Gyre, East Greenland Current and the 
Barents Sea Polar Front are predicted by the model when compared to Figure 44 
However, an analysis spanning the entire domain of the model results, which are proving 
fruitful in adding to the understanding the Arctic Ocean circulation, is beyond the scope of 
the present discussion 
1. Temperature and Salinity Predictions within the Barents Sea Region 
The signature of the BSPF is clearly evident the mean ficlds from the annual 
forcing experiment. Figure 45, a subplot of the Barents Sea from the entire Arctic 
domain, shows the mean predicted 10m surface temperature and contours of salinity 
along with an outline of the experimental area. The horizontal coarseness of the modeL 
however, has made the BSPF frontal signature more diffuse in both temperature and 
salinity than found in the observations which exemplifies the major weakness of these 
simulations. The maximum calculated gradients across the entire frontal region for the 
vertical layer 70 to 100 m were correspondingly less than the observed gradients across 
the experimental area (0.09 °C km"' and 0.006 psu km" versus the observed 0.22 DC km-' 
and 0.02 psu km-1) 
Figure 45 also provides evidence concerning the distribution of the prima!)' waters 
masses within the Barents Sea (Barents Polar Water, Norwegian Atlantic Water and the 
Norwegian Coastal Water) [Norwegian Coastal Water defined as temperature :> 2°e and 
salinity < 34.7 psu by Locng, 199 I J Waters of Atlantic origin can be easily traced along 
a circuitous path, which is attrihuted to the irregular bathymetry in the Barents Sea, 
In , \11 'i () ;' 0 9 0 I I I) I : III I :; Il I 7 \J I ~l n :;: III ::! '\ n :.! ,; n "2" 11 2 1111 
, 
t-' igure 40. The me:ln predicted tC'mperllture lield shows the inn ux of warm 
Atlantic wll ter into the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean viII the Norwrgilln Atlantic 
Currrnt IUld \Vest Spitsbergen Curren!. 
llj 
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Figure 41. The con lOur or meau predicted salillty field shows the sa line water 
car ried by the Norwegilln Atlantic \Vater north and the n: la t ivdy Cru h water 
carried hy the East Greenla nd C urren! so ulh, 

Figure 42. Th e predicted mt::\l1 sea surface height field shows the rel:lt jve low 
region ill Ihe center or the Gn:enllultJ Sea su ppor ting the cyclonic gyre. 

Mean 
Figure 43. The mean velocity \'eclurs uverlaid un COil tours of bathymetry show 
the strong tie to bathymetric features or the major Clirrents. Only every 5th 
vector is displaye,d. Units ~1I·e cm s-'. 
Figure 44. The surface currents of the Arctic Ocean and North Atlantic, depicted 
in this figure from Picard and Emery (1982), agrees sensibly with Figure 43. 
Figur~ -15. Shad~d plot of model IJredictcd surface temper turc is overlayed with 
con to ll r~ of sa linity to shows the conllucncc of two principal water mass in the 
Ba rents Se:l INorw~gian Atlantic 'Vater and 8arelll I'olar Water! and the 
d istribut ion of Norw~gian Coastal W ater. 

moving to the east and into the Kara Sea Tllis simulated distribution supports the 
proposed Barents Sea Branch of circulation into the Arctic Ocean described by Rudels et 
a1. (1994) and as seen in Figure 3_ The low salinity core ofNonvegian Coastal Water can 
be traced as far eastward as the Kola Peninsula in the figure. Additionally, the coldest 
sUlface temperatun:s an: seen between Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya supporting 
the description by Locng (1991) as that pas.~age being the principal inflow source ofPW 
into the Barents Sea 
A time mean cross section over the virtually the same Bear Island cross section as 
seen in Figure 2 from Nansen (1902) is presented in Figure 46. The isopleths which 
define the thennohaline structure within the Bear Island Trough are different than the 
summertime section shown by Nansen_ The warm and saline NAW in the center of the 
trough described by Nansen is replaced in the model simulations by a narrow cool fresh 
core extending from the bottom of the trough upward to a narrow sulface expression 
The appearance of this anomalous surface expression is attributed to a combination of 
annual mean sutiace temperature restoring and the mean circulation pattern described in 
the next section_ This cross section also identifies the cooler and fresher surface 
Nom'egian Coastal Current immediately adjacent to the coast and the very wann and 
saline core of Atlantic Water entering at depth on the southern side of the trough in the 
model simulations 
A section across the ESPF of density (cr) calculated from model predictions 
corresponding to points within the experimental area is presented in Figure 47 _ The model 
simulations have replicated the barotropic nature of the temperature and salinity strut:ture 
on the northern side of the front seen in the observations_ However, the density 
difference across the front in the vicinity of the experimental area at the 70-100 ill level, 
while still small, was typically 0.25 kg m-) which was roughly twice the median observed 
value at the same depth, This enhanced density difference is also thought to being an 
artifact of the climatological surface restoring in the middle of the trough 
T~mD"ralur(' 
Figure 46. A North Cape to Bear Island cross-section of temperature (shaded) 
and salinity (contours) shows cool salty water at the trough bottom and a caol 
core in the central part of the trough in contrast to Nansen's histoncw depiction 
ill Figure 2. 
Figure 47. Cross-section of density (crJ taken along from the model grid pOints in 
the eastern portion of the experimental reflect that the model accurately 
simulates the barotropic nature of the front below the surface layer. 

Contours of the dynamic height relative to 100 dbar with the corresponding 
surface geostrophic velocity vectors calculated from model predictions are presented in 
Figure 48. The overall gradient of dynamic height is small throughout the Barents Sea 
with associated geostrophic velocities generally le~s than 5 cm S·L Most features are 
associated with the topography where enJlanced mixing over the shallow banks create~ the 
density gradients with the more stratified waters in the troughs and depressions. The 
shallo\v 10 cm S· I southwestward geostrophic flow found along thc front in the 
observations is rcplaced in this simulation by a very weak northwestward flow Thc cause 
of net reversal of the baroelinic surface jet along the front in model predictions is likewise 
the result of coarsely resolved climatological surface restoring which has the effect of 
adding buoyancy south of the front and subtracting it north of the front when contrasted 
to the obsef'ied conditions. However, the significantly stronger simulated total velocity 
provides a more complete picture of the circulation the Barents Sea 
2. Simulated Circulation within the Barents Sea Region 
The mean surface current vectors for the 8arents Sea region, shown in Figure 49, 
reveal one of the principal findings in these simulations -- a recirculation pattern of 
Norwegian Atlantic Water in the trough, Note that the (;ore of this flow is parallel to the 
isobaths and strongly correlated to hathymetry within the trough However. before 
examining the details of this circulation pattern, volume transports from model-predicted 
mean currents are calculated for the sections highJighted by dark lines in the Figure 
(labeled I through 6) and provided in Tahle 10 
Calculations through section I estimate a substantial 10 Sv of poleward volume 
transport which is comprised of Atlantic Water, recirculated Greenland Sea Gyre Water 
as well as NCW For comparison, Worthinf,>1:on (1970) estimates a total of 8 Sv of 
Atlantic Water enters the Norwegian Sea between Iceland and Scotland. Through 
section 2 spanning the West Spitsbergen CUlTent, the derived poleward volume transport 
Figure 48. Contours of Dynamic Height and the corresponding geostrophic 
velocity vectors simulate the mean circulation pattern as presented in Figure I. 









Figure 49. M ean surface current vectors depict a recircula t ion pattern of water 
entering the Bear Island Trough rrom the Norwegian Sea. Units are em S ·l. 
is -7 Sv for this section which is south of the westward turning branch of the WSc. This 
value is nearly equivalent to that reported by Aagaard and Greisman (1975) which is the 
maximum estimate in a summary of transports feported by Rudds (1987). Rudels 
reported some estimates as low as I A Sv. However, from calculations through section 3, 
only 3.0 Sv afe estimated to actually enter the Arctic Ocean 
Source 
I 
INorn'egian Atlantic Current 
WestSpitsbergenCurr-ent 
(before the westward turuio!!: brancb) I 
West SpitSbergcn Currcnt (8fl N) 
I(nortb of westward turuin!! branch) 
Rear Island to Nortb Cape 
Is,;",",," '" "".~-J,,,f L'ool 
IFranz-Josef Land to No"aya Zemlya 
lO,O Sv 
6.6Sv 
4 I 4.4 Sv I L1 Sv 
'I O.OS, I 
6 I 0.9 Sv l - ---::c3.0c:;s-,--I 
1.3Sv 
Table 10_ Calculated volume transport for selected sections from the annual 
mean forcing experiment. 
The net volume transport through section 4 which results from the difference 
between the inflow of the North Cape CUTTent and Norwegian Coastal Current and the 
outOow of recirculated water, reveals -3.3 Sv entering the Barents Sea which is generally 
1 Sv higher than observed estimates (Loeng et aI., 1993~ Blindheim, 1(89). From sl'Ction 
G, the net transport of 2.1 Sv through the Barents Sea into the Arctic Ocean via the Kara 
Sea compares very favorably with that reported by Loeng et a!. (1993) and also Rudels 
(1987). This net transport reflects the difference between modified waters leaving the 
Barents Sea through the Barents Sea Branch (Rudels et aI., 1994) and inflow of Polar 
Water via the Persey Current To compensate the mass balance for this net throughput 
difference between section 1 and 2, section 5 derived transports indicate a net of ·~O.7 Sv 
i~ predicted to pass from the Barents Sea into the Central Arctic. This transport is the net 
flux considering the elTects of the outflow of modified NA Wand the inilow of Polar 
Water via the East Spitsbergen Current and NAW entering from the north which was 
carried around the north of Svalbard by the West Spitsbergen CUITent (Pfirman et aI , 
1994) . This [eaves an additional 0,5 Sv to leave the Barents Sea south of Novaya Zemlya 
towards the Kara Sea 
To return specifically to the examination orlhe flow ofNAW wilhin the trough, 
contours of potential vorticity are plotted fOf the region wilh an overlay of the 
depth-averaged velocity vectors (Figure 50). The potential vorticity theorem is provided 
in equation (8.1). This relation is derived from the horizont.al momentum equations and 
fundamentally means that for an inviscid, horizontally homogenous fluid, a column of 
waler will act 10 conserve the ratio of its absolute vorticity 10 the depth of the column 
Here n refers to the constant, f refers 10 planetary vort icity, 
component of relative vorticity and H is the depth of the water column 
the vertical 
(8 .1) 
In an idealized model process study, Gawarkiewicz and Plueddemann (1995), as 
discussed in Chapt.er V, propose that the recirculation ofNAW within Bear Island Trough 
is a response 10 lhis fundamental fluid dynarnics theorem. As seen in Figure SO, this 
simulation not only supports their hypothesis, hut provides the realistic flows into the 
region which achieve a magnitude of the recirculation similar 10 that observed (~ 10 em 
<') 
Also apparent, just north of the recirculation within the trough in Figure so, is a 
flow observed originating to west of Bear Island and directed to the cast and northeast 
along lines o[potential vort icity Alone, the existence of this flow would be supportive of 
Figure 50. Calculated contours of potential vorticity are plotted with the 
vertically averaged mean velocity vectors shows the strong tendency of the now 
to conserve this quantity within Rear lsland Trough. Potential vorticity units 
are (1'10-") m-' s-'; velocity units are cm s-' . 
Figlu'c 5 1. Contours of II vertical e ros.~ section of the alongslope velocity (em sot ) 
in ;J seetion from the castern portion of the rxperimental area shows the 
recireul:lIion (dashed lines) to be nClirly vertically homogenous and :tlong the 300 
III isobath. The p redicted lem pemt ure ('C) for the slime section is shaded. 
Loeng's (199 1) descript ion of the ci rculation adjacent to the front fi gure 51 is a 
cross-~ection of the velocity fie ld overlaid on the temperature al ong the same section as 
Figure 47 This narrow eflstward flow is confined between the 100 III and 250 m isobaths 
'l nd ilssociated with the fi'ontal signature. The position of the westward Dow along the 
trough is found deeper than the 300 m i~obath The relative vertical homogeneity of the 
NAW recirculation is al~o observed The core of the northeastward flow appears to be 
advecting cooler (not fiP'.\-') frolli al water to the east whi le the recirculat ion is centered 
over the cor~ of the reci rculating NAW , This trend is flJso supported in terms of salinity 
advection. Unfortunately the posi tion of the northea.'ltward fl ow rel~live to the position of 
the current meters in Figu re t! prevents observational verification_ However, it must be 
noted thil t the detided ADCP data in Figure 14 do indicate an ca.'ltward component at 
these depths, The 100 m isobath defining the upslope extent of the southwestward 
reci rculation is consislcnt with the reasoning offered by Gawarkiewicz and Plueddemann 
(1905) thalthe barotropic flow along thc northern side of the trough should correspond to 
t h~ isobath that also defines the sill depth at the eastern head orthe trough (i ,e 300 m) 

The concept of two opposing flows on the slope, bolh adve,,:ting waters of 
primarily NAW origin, appears unique \0 this simulation. However, the existence of the 
northeastward flow along the slope is consistent with other modeling sttldies and proposed 
schematics of the circulation The increased horizontal resolution, compared to pre\~ous 
simulations, and the refined bathymetry contained within this simulation are believed 
responsible for resolving the recirculation pattern ""ithin the trough 
The relatively cool surface waters cited in Figure 46 in the center of Bear Island 
Trough can now be seen in light of this circulation pattern. In the simulations, NAW 
loops around the trough "ithout a broad influx of warm surface waters into the center, Tn 
the absence of advection, modifications to waters in the center of the trough must occur 
through diffusion or surface heat fluxes The narrow band of cooler water in the center of 
the trough likely represents a balance between diffusion and surface restoring to the cooler 
arumal mean surface temperatures 
Finally, to examine the release of mean kinetic energy to eddy production within 
the Barents Sea, surface eddy kinetic energy is calculated for the region and presented in 
Figure 52 The horizontal eddy kinetic energy is given by 
EKE = il{un)+(vn) 1 (8.2) 
where u' = u-u and v' = '1.' - v. The plot shows areas of higher EKE near the entrance to 
Bear Island Trough and along the southern slope of the trough which are also associated 
with regions of abrupt bathymetry features. The area in the vicinity of the eastern portion 
of the experimental area has a relatively low EKE, panicularly in the shallower waters on 
Svalvard Bame These relatively low values support the conclusions in the observations of 
a predominately stable barotropic flow dominating the currents, Other regions of higher 
EKE in the Barents can be seen near 51. Anna Trough and along the coastal flow where 
the baroclinic balance dominates the flow. 
Observations presented in Chapter III indicated that 50-90 percent of the 
measured current variance (equivalent to mean kinetic energy percentages) were of tidal 

Figure 52. Cun tours of the near surfll\:e (0-50 ml eddy kinet ic ellergy EK E (COl ' 
sec·' I for the Barellts Sea indicate strong regions of f: K E production 011 the 
southern flart uf Bear Isla lid Truugh, ju.S[ east of Central Balik. a nd in the St. 
Ann:1 Trough. 

origin Of the variance induced by the tides, semidiumai frequencies accounted for 90*95 
% of the tidal total percentage. The next section will repeat the above experiment with 
inclusion of semidiumal tidal forcing to examine its effect on the BSPF and the regional 
oceanography 
B. TIDAL FORCING EXPERIMENT 
From an examination of the literature, the following experiment is very probably 
the first large area regional 3D GCM to include tidal forcing along with the wind*driven 
and thennohaline circulation. To achieve a direct comparison to the annual mean forcing 
experiment, aU constant friction coefficients, time ~'teps, restoring and wind forcing were 
identical to those descrihed in the previous section, The only differences between the 
experiments were the modifications made to the barotropic calculations to include the 
tides 
1. Modifications to the Model for Tidal Forcing 
The modifications to the Bryan-Cox-Semtner primitive equation model to pennit a 
free surface, described in Killworth et at (1989) and Killworth et aL(I99I), also outline 
changes necessary to allow tidal forcing within the barotropic calculations_ Previous 
predictions of the sea surface height made by the non-tidal version of the present model 
and also in $emtner (1995) used a backward Euler numerical scheme (Mesinger and 
Ara!ca\','3, 1976) which was shown by Killworth et al. (1989) to damp the non-geostrophic 
barotropic motions. To permit tidal forcing, the numerical scheme is changed here to a 
backward-forward Euler scheme. However, the higher frequency, non-gcostrophic 
motion (tidal motion) allowed by such a scheme appears as white noise when coupled to 
the baroclinic calculations. To achieve model stability, shorter e}"1.emal and internal time 
steps than would normally be used for a non-tidal model are required The annual forcing 

experiment proved stable when time steps up to 40 minutes for the internal mode and 40 
seconds for the external mode were used_ The shorter time steps of 15 minutes and 30 
seconds, respectively, used in the previous experiment were based upon tidal model 
stability 
To incorporate tidal forcing, the barotropic momentum equations (6.13 and 6_14) 
are changed as follows 
~-fV =~gH*(an - ~TJtido) + V~U + X (8.3) 
(84) 
All variables are as defined in Chapter VI with the exception of (t, ~ and TL..,. The 
a and ~ terms reflect the corrections due to the effcct of ocean loading and canh tide 
respectively_ They arc given by Schwidcrski (1981) as a=O.69 and ~=O_90_ The l1u"o term 
can be included in one of two forms in the modeL The most common form in large area 
or global 2D tidal models to express 11"40 as the equilibrium tide (or when g·11,<I<, it is 
termed the astronomical tidal generating potential) at each grid point. This type of forcing 
is known as body forcing_ Following Newton's (1676) solution and as expressed by 
Schwiderski (1980), the semidiurnal equilibrium tide is given by 
(8.5) 
where K is the amplitude of the equilibrium tide, qJ is the latitude, A is the longitude, (j" is 
the frequency of the equilibrium tide, and X is the astronomical argument of the 
equilibrium tide. Table II gives the values for these constants for the M2 principalluaar 
semidiumal tide 
The second form of the forcing can use a predetermined solution from another 
tidal model or observation for the amplitude and phase at specific latitude ami longimde 
points to force the tides at the boundary (or interior point) of the model This fonn of the 
tidal solution is given as 
lllid, =';(Q,A)COS(ot+X - O(q:"A)) (86) 
where ~(q:"A) is the tidal amplitude and O(q>,A) is the Greenwich pha~e in radians 
Variable Value Expansion 
K 




I', ~ mean 270.4343581-481267.88314137·r - 0.001l 334·r' + 1.9' 10' ·r' I iong,tude of the 
m()Onal 
~=;~h I 
r 127392.500528 +1.0000000356'01136525 
d -'-365(y-1975)+lllt[(y-J975)'41 
!d-daynwnberO[Ycar 
Ilnt[x] ~ integral partofx 
Table 11. M2 Tidal Constants fOl" astronomical forcing (from Schwiderski, 1980). 
Using a mathematical-emperical global ocean tide model, Schwiderski (1979) has 
determined these values on a P global resolution for the M2 tide (as well as essentially all 
the other major tidal constituents). The values of amplitude and Greenwich phase at P 
resolution were interpolated to the model grid using a local planar interpolation algorithm 
To test the various forms of forcing (body forcing, boundary forcing, or 
combination) on the time step and model fiiction parameters, a horizontally homogeneous 
but vertically stratified profile of temperature and salinity was initialized throughout the 
model domain. All other forcing was set to zero and the model was integrated with the 
tidal forcing for 180 days to obtain a stable tidal solution. The stability of the solution 
was determined using a method suggested by Proshutinsky (personal conununication, 
1995) by monitoring tbe cbange in modellOtal kinetic energy wbich has been averaged 
over a tidal cycle_ The energy level generally appeared to be stable after - 130 days 
Validation of the accuracy of the solution (M2 amplitude and phase over the predicted 
domain) for the fi rst order effects of the semi diurnal tides sought in this experiment was 
achieved primarily through comparisons to the M2 solution of Kowalik and Proshutinsky, 
(l994) (see Figures 6a and 6b). Kowalik and Proshutinsk"1' (1994) describe extensive 
observational comparison and validation to their solution 
The use ofhody forcing alone at each grid point in the model generated a solution 
which appeared correct in phase but was too low in amplitude. Proshutinsky (personal 
conununicatioll, 1995) confirmed the conclusions of Gjevik et al. (1994), that to achieve 
the proper resonance and propagation of the M2 tide into the Arctic Ocean, forcing of the 
solution from the North Atlantic boundary is not only necessary and but i.~ also generally 
sufficient. Experiments were made with various forms of including the Schwiderski 
solution on the boundary and the inclusion of the body forcing in addition to it. Since the 
North Atlantic boundary of the model is closed, it was found to he necessary to expand 
the region of boundary forcing to be v.ithin several degrees of the boundary to achieve 
proper propagation of the tides into the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Se~ The final 
solution for these experiments contained the Schwiderski solution within 8° of the closed 
North Atlantic boundary, no body forcing, with time step and mction parameters as 
follows: time step: 15 min internal and 30 s external; biharmonic horizontal viscosity and 
diffusion: K,,=Dh=-4.1Q[9; bottom friction: C.-=2.6S.10-'. Note that these are the 
parameters used for the experiment described in Section A and those utilized in this 
experiment v.i th one exception Previous tests of the model without tidal forcing 
examined surface stress, bottom stress and stability in such high flow areas as the 
Denmark Strait and led to the use of 40-10-1 as the value for the bottom friction drag 
coefficient. Use of this coefficient in tidal experiments typically reduced the tidal 
amplitude ~ 4 em over much of the predicted tidal domain as compared to the use of 
2.65+ 10-1 Also, the values for the biharmonic coefficients used in the tidal forcing 
experiment, and therefore the annual forcing experiment, are higher that the typical values 
cited by Boning and Budich (1992) in the pre-.10us chapter but were found necessary for 
stability in the tidal forcing experiment 
Lastly, it is believed that increased tidal prediction accuracy can be achieved over 
this formulation by either opening the North Atlantic model boundary or coupling to a 3D 
global GeM with tidal forcing. (Both techniques were beyond the scope of this research) 
2, Tidal Analysis 
One technique to arrive at the stable amplitude and phase of the tide at model grid 
points is to test the predicted amplitude and phase for convergence to a steady solution 
Sch""1derski (1980) assumed model convergence to a steady solution when the amplitudes 
varied less than 2 cm and Greem\1ch phases varied less than 2°, In a 3D model with 
thermohaline and wind forcing this technique is not tractable due to the aperiodic, 
non-tidal forcing on the sea surface height. 
To arrive at a solution in these experiments, model sea surface height predictions 
were examined by the data analysis programs of Foreman (1978), Model predictions of 
the height for each grid point were saved at hourly intervals and the Foreman program was 
modified to sequentially compute the least squares fit tidal solution at all grid point 
locations (vice a single station), Since M2 was the only tidal species included in the 
forcing, the sample size for the solution was typically 100 hours 
Figure 53 is the solution obtained from the Foreman analysis for the horizontally 
homogeneous initialization and optimal tidal parameters discussed in the previous section 
A comparison of this figure to Figure 6a reveals that tidal amplitudes appear to have been 
adequately simulated (within 10 em) over essentially all of the predit-1ed domain. The 
main region of difference between the two solution appears to be over Frobisher Bay, 
Figu r e 53. The M 2 tidal solution for the horizontall~' homogeneous initialization 
li ft er 180 days of integratiOIl agrees ~ubstantially with ""igure~ 6a and 6b. 

Hudson Strait, Cumberland Bay and Davis Strait. The amplitudes in those areas in Figure 
5.1 arc somewhat larger than that seen in Figure 6a, particularly in Frobisher Bay_ These 
differences may actually be significant; however, it should be noted that the solution 
shown in Figure 6a contains but does not depict amplitudes greater that 120 em 
Comparison of Figure 6b \.vith Figure S3 shows that this model has replicated the location 
of all the amphidromic points of the Kowalik and Proshutinsky solution and has generally 
replicated the position of the corresponding cophase lines. Continued detailed validation 
of the complete tidal solution with observations is planned_ However, it is believed that 
the solution depicted in figure 53 is at least a first order approximation of the M2 tide in 
the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean 
The mean annual fo rcing experiment with tides was started after 1 year 
integration without tides to first allow the mean flow field to develop_ The model was 
then integrated for an additional year to allow the tidal solution to stabilize and to provide 
comparison of average fields with those obtained in the previous expt..>riment. Figure 54 is 
the same solution after the two years of integration with added thermohaline and wind 
forcing but with the aforementioned increase in the bottom drag coefficient, With the 
exception of the decreased amplitudes by - 4 cm, whieh was demonstrated to be a 
function of the bottom drag coefficient, the tidal solution is stable when compared to 
Figures 6a, 6b and 53 Comparison of the effects due to the addition of the M2 tide with 
the annual forcing experiment is now possible and described below 
3. Temperature and Salinity Difference Fields and Inrerred Miuug 
The total model volume integrated kinetic energy increased by approximately a 
factor of 2 when compared to the annual mean forcing experiment. What type of work 
does this increased energy perform" Recent proposals suggest that the tidal motions, 
aside irom their purely oscillatory nature, do contribute a significant amount of energy to 
mixing processes on the ocean shelves which affect the entire ocean thermohaline 
structure (Semtner, personal conununication, 1995) Figure 55 is the contour plot of the 

Figure 54. The M2 tidal solution after 1 year of integration with annual forcing 
(annual mean wind stress and surface restoring). Prior to forcing with the tides 
the model was allowed to spin-up for I year with the anllual forcing, An 
increase in bottom friction necessary to provide stability in Denmark Strait 
reduced the amplitudes by ~ 4 cm over the Nordic Seas. The solution, however, 
still correlates well with the solutions in Figures 6(a-b) and 53. 
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Figure 55. Con tours of the iII:lximum temperature difference in the water column 
(0 _ 4300 Ill) be tween mean tem perature fi elds in the t id al forcing ex.periment Ilnd 
the lInnunl forcing ex.periment shows the regions of strong tidal mixing on the 
shelve! nnd slopes of Ihe Arctic Ocea n and Nordic Seas. 

maximum difference in temperature between the mean temperature fidds from the tidal 
forcing experiment and the annual forcing experiment found over the entire water column 
The regions of larger absolute difference found over the shallow seas, shelves and other 
topographic features suggest that some of the tidal energy is converted into mixing 
processes. Further promising analysis on the basin scale impact of th is finding is in 
progress 
In a dose-up of the Barents Sea as seen in Figure 56, the maximum difference 
fields found in the water column between 0 - 2000 m indicate that the largest magnitudes 
are found over the shallow banks and topographic features . The magnitude of the 
differences were typically 0.5°C but, as seen in the figure, some differences were as large 
as J Oe. The differences in surface salinity (not shown) corresponded to the regions of 
temperature difference and were typically 0.2 psu but as large as 0.8 psu. These simulated 
differences are consistent with mixing due to internal tides generated over these features 
The net effect in the vicinity of thc experimental area was to mix away the cool and fresh 
surface restoring artifact in the middle of Bear Island Trough and to enhance the 
temperature and salinity differences across the front In summary, the tides in these 
simulations, do appear to generate a significant amount mixing within the Barents Sea 
4. Effects of Tides on the Mean Current Structure 
Mean current vectors from the tidal forcing experiment were subtracted from the 
mean current vectors from the annual forcing experiment This residua! flow can be 
interpreted as the tidally induced residual flow or the net effect of the tides on the mean 
flow and is plotted in Figure 57 _ A purely tidal residual flows is found by averaging the 
currents over a tidal period vice the long tern} average used here The residual flows 
shown here, however, are in generally consistent in direction and magnitude \vith the 
purely tidal residual flows reported by Harms (1992) within the Barents Sea 
The magnitude of the anticyclonic residual circulation around Bear Island in these 
simulations was enhanced in the vicinity of Bear Island Other important features are the 

Figure 56, Tile Inll xinHl m temperature diffel'ence in the water column (0-2000 
Ill ) between the mea n temperat ure fields from the tidal forci ng ex periment and 
the :Jnnual forcin g experiment indicates the signific:Hlce or tidal m ix in g 









Figure 57. The difference berween Ihe mean surface velocity fields (10 m) of tidal 
for·dng experiment and the annual forcing experiment provides an estimation of 
Ihe tidally induced residual flow. Enhanced anticyclonic circulation around 
Bear Island, Kvitoya and Cenlral Balik indicates Ihe strong interaction between 
the lides arid the topography. 

Figure 58. The same n oss section in tempel'fltul'e and \'clocity as seen in Figure 
51 shows the net reduction in the core velocities of the northeastward fl ow nlong 
upper part of the siolle and in the southwestward recirculat ion deeper than 300 
III. Note also the temperature is .~uhstalltia lly more mixed nea r the bottom on 
Sv alblll'tJ Dank wh ich resembles the structure seen in the observations. 
net reduction of the flow into the North Cape Current and the reduction of the 
northeastward fl ow along Svalbard bank discussed in the annual forcing cxpcrimt:nt. This 
reduction in the flow effectively reduces the trallSpOli into tht: Barents Sea by -04 Sv 
Also, the prominent alllicycio ni c !low around the shallow bathymetry corresponding to 
location of Kvi toya enhances the uni directionaltranspotts estimated through this region 
but maintains the same net transpon The same eflc(;t on lhe volume transpons is 
obselved between Franz losef Land and Novaya Zemlya. The balancing flow required 
through the passage south of Novaya Zemlya into the Kara Sea is thus reduced to 0.1 Sv 
file eifer,t of the tidal flow at the tront is seen in Figure 58 which is identical to the 
cross section (Figure 51) fur the annual forcing experiment The opposing flows on the 
slope oftlle trough are present in both experiments but the maximum core velocities have 
been reduced 'oy 4 em s-~ Also the temperature structure 011 the northern side of the 
front is substantially different and shows the formation of a (;old tonp;ue extending out 
over the topography (in this .:;imulation it warm -JOe, whi(;h will be di~cu~sed in thc ncxt 

chapter) with complete mixing to the bottom on Svalbard Bank. This temperature 
structure is very similar to the structure found in the observations (Figure 17) This 
simple comparison provides evidence that the tides are an essential element in simulating 
the frontal features at the BSPf 
C. SEASONAl, FORCING EXPERIJ\.'1I:NT 
To examine the effects of high frequency winds and seasons on the BSPF and 
circulation within the Barents Sea, the 1992 ECMWF wind stress fields (averaged over 
every 3 days for the year) and the monthly mean Levitus data, described in Chapter VII, 
were used for model forcing. This experiment was integrated with the high frequency 
forcing for 7 model years after an initial spin-up for one year. The model time step, 
viscosity and diffusivity constants were aU different for this experiment The model time 
step was set to 40 minutes for the internal mode and 40 seconds for the external mode. 
Vertical viscosity and diffiIsivity (K, and D) were held constant at 10 cml so l and 0,3 cm~ 
S·l vice being a function of the Richardson number. Horizontal biharmonic viscosity and 
diffiIsivity (Kh and D,) were both set to -2.0 • 10'9 fields for the following analysis were 
taken from August of the sixth year ofintegration 
1. Summertime Difference Field of Temperature and Salinity 
figure 59 shows the differcnce fields of surface (10 m) temperature from the 
annual forcing experiment and the mean conditions for August of the simulation year in 
the seasonal forcing experiment. The magnitude of the differences were substantially 
larger than the tidal forcing comparison due to the seasonal change in surtace temperature 
restoring. l\.fagnitudes of the salinity change (not shown) were also on the order of 0.8 
psu. The primary feature at the BSPF seen in this figure is reduction of the surface 
signature at the front by net wanning on the northern side and a net cooling on the 
southern side rhis etrect is consistent with the observed weak temperature gradient at 

Figure 59. The surface (10 m) difference field between the mean temperature 
fields for August derived f.·om the seasonal forcing expe.·imcnt and thc annual 
forcing experillu:nt displllYS the effect of summer warming inherent in the 
simulation through the usc of .·estoring the surface blyc,· to the monthly mean 
climatology of Levitus and Boyer (1994). 

the surface, Also, the anomalous cool surface feature within Bear Island Trough ~een in 
l'igure 45 also has been corrected with this forcing 
However, in Figure 60 (a-c), a comparison of the frontal cross section in salinity 
for the 3 experiments, another weakness in the use of coarse climatological surface 
conditions for restoring is found The Levitus et al, (1994) climatology reflects a net 
freshening of the surface salinity in summer for the Barents Sea (the effects of summer ice 
melt); however, their 34,6 surface isohaline incorrectly extends nearly to the Norwegian 
Coast. A summertime fresh water lens, instead of ending at the BSPF as seen in the 
observations, now extends across the front as seen Figure 60c The advantages of the 
high resolution of the modcl in the vicinity of the front to better simulate the surface layer 
in this experiment arc lost due to this improper forcing. However, e.xamination of the 
circulation provides evidence of the seasonality of the tlows contrihuting to the BSPF 
2. Seasonality in Transport 
Figure 61 is the time series oflhe net monthly averaged transports from the sixth 
year of integration into the Barents Sea through sections 4, 5 and 6 found in Figure 49 
Also depicted is the outflow from the Barents Sea through section 4, Before proceeding 
filrther, note that these transports are based upon 1992 wind forcing data alone and may 
not be indicative of results from other years due to the frequently observed interannual 
variability 
The net averaged transport through section 4 reaches a local minima in April, July, 
and October. Maxima are achieved in the winter months of December and January which 
ref1ects the strong global poleward heat flux in the winter, The highest frequency of the 
presence of low pressure systems spawned from the Icelandic Low and the maximum 
recorded wind speed for the Nordic Seas are observed during these months (Gathman, 
19&6) which was also ref1ected in the ECMWF wind stress forci ng 
Ranges for the net transport into the Barents Sea in the Bear Island to North Cape 
transect (section 4) vary from - 5 Sv in winter to a minimum of - 1.75 Sv in the late spring 
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Figure 60. A comparison of mean salinity cross sectious between the three 
modeling exp eriments (a) annual forcing experiment (b) tidal forcing experiment 
and (c) seasonal forcing experiment (August) is used to highlight the problems of 
coarse forcing fields. Figure 60c shows the problem of the using the coarse 
monthly mean climatology to freshen in the summer surface layer as the fresh 
layer extends past the position of the front. 
Month 
Figure 61. A time series of the monthly mean net volume transports calculated 
from the seasonal forcing experiment for sections 4, 5, and 6, as seen in figure 
49, shows a strong seasonal signal. The transport between sections 4 and 6 is 
closely correlated. Also depicted is the transport out of the Barents Sea through 
section 4 which is essentially constant for the entire year. 
and carly fall. Note the close correspondence of the transport out of the Barents Sea 
through the Franz Josef Land to Novaya Zemlya transect (section 6). This close 
correspondence reflects the strong connection between the flows through sections 4 and 6 
which arc connected by the Barents Sea Branch (Rudels et al., 1994). The nct transport 
in section 5 is Jess than I Sv for most of the year (a net outflow) with a maximum in 
January and a minimum in July 

Temperat ure 
Figu re 62. Contours of temperature and the alongslope velocity for same cross 
section as Figures 51 and 58 is displayed for the seasonal forcing experiment. The 
ret:irclliation within the trough and the northeastward flow up on the slope is abo 
predicted in this experiment. The consistency of these flows under a variety of 
forcing supports the barotropit'. nature of the circulation. 
The lack of a strong seasonal cycle in the recirculation within the Bear Island 
Trough can be seen the same figure as the volume transport out of section 4 The 
average transport of about I Sv varies much less than the net tran~porl which is governed 
by the inflow This lack of strong ~easonal variabili ty is attributed to most of the 
incrcascd wintertime volume transport occurring in the upper layers in response to wind 
forcing. The strong wind forcing OVtlTCOmeS the topographic slCering and pushes wate! 
deeper into the Barents Sea~. The track history of the of the drogued drifter data of 
Poulain et al. (1995) discussed in Chapter V supports this hypothesis 
3. Effects of Seasonal Forcing at the Front 
Finally, in Figure 62, [emperaturtl and the alongslope velocity contours are 
provided fo r the same section as seen in liigures 51 and 58, Again the opposing flows 
along the slope defining the northeastward topographically steered circulation and the 

recirculation in the trough are evident in this experimcnt. However, thc temperature 
structure is much more homogeneous with 4"C water found to the bottom over the 
Svalhard Bank. Observations indicate that near bottom temperatures should be less than 
2'C The core temperature of - 7"C seen in the recirculation flow in the previous two 
experiments is -6"C here. It is apparent that the increased cross-frontal mixing associated 
with this experiment has homogenized the frontal signanlre The reason for the 
homogenolls conditions along the front in this experiment and the generally warmer 
waters to the north of the front in contrast to the previous experiments and observed data 
will be discussed in the next chapter 

IX. A SYNTHESIS OF MODELED A.1IriD OBSERVED CONDITIONS 
A. CQ:\1PARlSON 
Chapters III and VIII have independently examined the observed and modded 
conditions in the Barents Sea and at the BSPF. \\lhile some similarities and differences 
between the different approaches to studying the BSPF have been mentioned, a few more 
comparisons are now presented to aim toward~ a synthesis of fundamental features 
revealed hy this work. 
1. Temperature and Salini~' Structure 
A large portion of understanding the Barents Sea and the Polar Front is revealed 
in mapping the meeting of the contributing water masses. Figure 63a is the T-S 
diagram compiled from all temperature and salinity observations taken during the entire 
fourth CTD grid occupation. Figures 63b through dare thc predicted temperature and 
salinity values from all grid points within the ex:perimental area from the mean fields of 
the three modding experiments discussed in the pn::vious chapter. lbe obvious 
distinction bdwl;;en the observations and modeling pn::dictjons is the absence of the cold 
and fresh BPW watl;;r mass. All the modding experiments predict the temperature and 
salinity characteristics of NAW, with the results from the aIlllual forcing and the tidal 
experiment (Figures 63b and c) most closely resembling the observed NAW 
characteristics. The modd pn:-dictions seem to capture only a part of the frontal mixing 
that actually occurs within the confines of the experimemal areas as seen in the 
observations. The seasonal forcing experiment. Figure 63d, appears unique in that it is 
mnch more homogenous with most points occurring within a limited range (salinity 
J,'Tcater than 35.0 psu. and temperaturl;; between 4°C and 7QC) Also the anomalous 
surface fresh layer discussed in the previous chapter and seen in Figure 60c can be seen. 
A water mass suggestive of BPW is present in the model simulations hut is obviously 
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Figure 63. A comparison of T-S diagrams taken from values inside RSPF 
experimental area from (a) observed values during the 4th ern grid occupation 
(b) the annual forcing experiment predictions (c) tidal forcing experiment 
predictions and (d) the sea~onal forcing experiment predictions shows that the 
presence of Bl'W is missing in all of the modeling experiments. 
Figure 64. T-S diagram made from predictions from the tidal forcing experiment 
over an area extending from Bear Island Trough to 77°N shows the 
characteristics of BPW. The front in the model simulations has been diffused 
over a much larger area than is observed. 
displaced fTOm where it should be. TIle meeting of the frontal water masses has been 
spread out over a much larger region as can be seen in Figun:: 64 which colkets the model 
temperature and salinity points from the tidal forcing experiment but is extended from 
Rear Island Trough to 77"N along 30"E longitude. The T-S correlation now includes 
BPW. However, the plot does not reflect the characteristics of the wamler and fresh 
summer melt layer because the mean annual surfaee restoring does not reflect this 
contribution. 
Corre~pondingly, the accwacy of the model in reflecting the observed temperature 
and salinity fields at to and 45 m is poor. Figures 65a through d show the predicted 
salinity at lO m from the three model eXpl;.":riments compared with the observations from 
thl;.": first CTD grid occupation at the same depth. The annual forcing and tidal furcing 
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Figure 65. A plan view of the surface salinity (10m) taken from the em 
ohservations made in the first grid occupation (a) is compared \lith the model 
predictions from the (b) annual forcing experiment (cl tidal forcing experiment 
and (d) seasonal forCing experiment. 
\56 
experiments reflect a much more diffuse front in salinity at the sunacl: with the frontal 
signature essentially absent in the seasonal experiment. Figures 66a through 66d make a 
similar comparison over an expanded domain with the temperarnre fields at 45 m. All 
three model experiment>; have wanner water at this depth in the experimental area than 
was seen in the observations south of the front and wanner water likewise north of the 
ob~erved frontal posi tion. In all three modeling experiments, the cooler BPW is seen to 
the northeast of the experimental area on Svalbard Bank. 
Has the modeling failed in producing an understanding of the lemperatun:: and 
salinity at the front? The answer is found in examining the reason behind the 
inaccuracies of the model results. Cold, fresh BPW is not being advected southward 
from th~ northern Barents Sea to the observed position of the Polar Front. Pflnnan et al 
(1994) have identified the flows carrying the BPW (Persey Current, East Spitsbergen 
Current and Hopen - Bear Island Current) as waters with temperature minima at 50 to 100 
m depth. Cross sections of model predk:tions at the northern extent of the Barents Sea 
(-79"N) agree substantially with the depth, location and temperatures from the 
observations presented by Pfinnan et al. As the now precedes south in model 
simulat ions, the signature of this cold core is no longer coherent and has been 
substantially mixed away below 75"N . This is clearly seen in Figures 67 and 68 which 
are contours ofthc minimum temperature and salinity found in the water column between 
o and 300 m . 1ms cold fresh core can he traced in both figures crossing 30E and moving 
southwest to an area just south of Svalbard where it dissipates. 
A broad examination of the density structure reveals that the strdtification of the 
upper water colunUl is not as strong as seen in the observed summertime profHes. This 
decreased stratification allows wind induced mixing to penetrate deeper into the water 
column. This type of mixing is referred to as mechanical mixing which is parameteriztxi 
in the model through the vertical friction coefficients and instantaneous convective 
adjustment. The source of this del-Teased stratification and susceptibility of the model to 
increased vertical mixing is attributed to two conditions present in the model simulation 
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Figure 66. A plan view of the temperature at 45 m made from the CTD 
observations in the first grid occupation (a) is compared l\ith the model 
predictions from the (h) annual forcing experiment (c) tidal forcing experiment 
and (d) seasonal forcing experiment for the same area and depth. 
Fig ur~ 67, COlltour.~ of the minimum temperature found in th t water column 
between 10 to 300 III tllkt ll th t tidal fO"cing eXII~riment traces the cold core of 
RPW alollg th e Hopen-Bea .' Island Current southeast uf Svalbard as far south as 
7S"N with very little signntllrc remaining at the experimental area, 

Figure 68. Similar to Figu re 66. Ihe contours of Ihe minimulII salinity fo und in 
the water column from 10 - 300 III indicates the freshe r core of BPW hilS been 
subslautially di lTused by 7~·N along Ibe same path sou theast of Svalbard. 

been previously mentioned, is clearly bome out in fronlal regions such as the BSPF 
which are not resolved in the climatology. Buoyancy is added or suhtractcd to the water 
without physical relation to the topographically restrained position of the front. 
Assessmcnt of thc annual climatological fields reveals generally that thc surface is too 
warm for winter simulations and too salty for summer simulations midway into the 
Barents Sea. The monthly climatological salinity fields do show a summertime 
freshening from melt water influence but this freshening is spread over too broad an area 
as mentioned in Chapter VIII. It also should be noted that this climatological summer 
freshening is still too salty to be truly identified as melt water as it is still greater than 
34.2 psu over much of the Barents Sea. In summary, the weakness of using surface 
fluxes obtained through restoring climatological conditions is manifcsted by the spurious 
placement or subtraction of buoyancy into the simulation. 
Jbe second reason for thc modcl's susceptibility to increased vertical mixing is the 
lack of ice cover in \\-intcr, particularly in thc Barents Sca. In wintcrtime, the water 
column becomes mostly neutral in stability throughout the northcrn Barents Sea as the 
surface waters are cooled and icc forms (Midttun and Loeng, 1987). This neutral 
stability does not infer homogencity as warm salty NA W still penetrates into and 
generally bcneath the cooler but fresher RPW (excluding thc formation and presence of 
Barents Sea Bottom watcr in wintcr) Also, as pointcd out in Chapter Vlll, storm 
frcqucncy and wind speed are at a maximum in the Barents Sea in the winter which 
serves as a passagc for most winter storms which enter the Arctic rcgion (Serre£e and 
Barry, 1988). Without an ice covcr acting to damp the wind's influence on the ocean 
surface, mechanical mixing can also prevail to homogenize thc water column in the 
Barents Sea. As personally observed, even when the icc edge is pushed back by winter 
storms and the surface exposed to winds in the Barents Sea, the ice quickly refonns as a 
thin surfacc layer uf frazil or nitas ice and the ice edge returns to a typical mean position 
at the BSPF on a synoptic time scale. It is this lack of ice cover during the winter wind 
stress conditions in the seasonal forcing experiment which is proposcd to have created the 
very diffuse and nearly homogeneous conditions seen particularly in the Barents Sea. 
Without either deep layer climatological restoring or realistic surface fluxes in the region, 
expectations for the model to regenerate and simulate the observed conditions in the 
Barents Sea in the summer must be low. 
This analysis of the model's inaccuracies has actually provided a better 
understanding of an essential feature of the temperature and salinity structure of the BSPF 
in summer. The presence of a highly stratified surface layer is necessary to allow the 
mid-depth cold BPW to penetrate through the Barents Sea to the front without being 
mechanically mixed away. Secondly and related, though the ice edge is typically 
hundreds of kilometers away in the summer, it appears necessary that the ice edge must 
extend to the frontal position the previous winter in order to provide the source of the 
fresh melt water layer. The highly temporal and spatially fine features associated with 
the BSPF are not found in or easily replicated using ocean climatology. 
2. Mean Velocities 
Figure 69 is a plot ofthe depth-averaged currents in the 0-100 m layer from the 
tidal forcing experiment plotted on the scale of the experimental area. In comparing these 
predictions with the subtidal flow derived from the ADCP measurements in Figure 14 
t\\'0 distinctions are clear. First, the model predicted northeaSI'Nard flow over the slope 
between 150 and 300 m appears too strong, broad and extends even to the northern part 
of the experimental area. Secondly, the west-southwestward recirculation is only 
prominent deeper than 400 m in the simulation as compared to the observed ADCP 
velocities which show a clear recirculation as shallow as 300 m. This latter difference is 
believed to be the result of the vertical averaging (cross sections in Figures 51, 58 and 63 
all show the isotachs prograde to the bathymetry). Also, the steepest topography 
gradients are bet\veen the 300 and 400 m isobaths as seen in Figure 8 but these isobaths 
lie between the model grid points. A steeper and better resolved slope would likely steer 
the simulated currents more realistically. 
Figure 69. Depth-averaged velocity vectors (0 - 100 m) rrom the mean current 
fields predicted in the tidal rorcing el:periment are shown in relation to the 
experimental area. The recirculation or NA \V strongest in grid points south or 
the experimental area and broad northeastward flow is seen passing through 
much or the shallow region. Refined grid resolution and bathymetry would likely 
imprO'\:e the predicted positions orthese flows along the slope. 
Tne prediction and location of the northeastward flow was consistent in all three 
modeling expcriments. As pointed ont in the previous chapter, in light of the position of 
!llis simulated flow in relation to the fixed current meters, its existence cannot he 
discounted by the observations and is actually supported by the ADCP measurements 
However, the extent of th.is flow onto the shelf, partil'ularly in the vicinity of the NE 
mooring and considering the very weak mean currents measured there. makes the 
horizontal span seen in this figure suspect. Again, better model resolution and 
bathymetry might conflm:: the predicted flow to a much narrower region rlils fl ow wa~ 
not predicted by the geostrophic calculations made from the observational data and was 
only wealdy present in thl: calculations made from the model prl:dictions. Thus, tbis 
flow, if its existence is verified, will likely be barotropic and the implications are 
h.vofold. First, by positioning alone, this current would appear to buffer the mixing 
betwecn the BPW and thc recirculated NAW. Sccond, from model simulations, it 
appears to advect intcnnediate frontal waters (vice NA W) back into tht: Barents Sea. The 
implications for derived water mass formation in the Barcnts Sea, specifically the 
formation of Arctic halocline water, as discussed by Steele et al. (1995) are stimulating 
for furtht:r observational investigation. 
B. A SYNTlIESIS 
A synthesis of the findings from the observcd and modeled conditions in terms of 
balances at thc front and relationship of the BSPF to the regional oceanography is now 
presented. 
1. Principal Balances at the BSPF 
The Barents Sea Polar Front is the focal point for the meeting of waters of 
Atlantic and Arctic origin in the Barcnts Sea along the stcep northcrn slope of Bear Island 
Trough. Strong mixing of BPW and NAW across the front in summertime was not 
observed. The isop\Cths defining the front were seen to be retrograde to the bathymetry. 
The properties of the frontal waters at mid-depth (20 - 100 m), a region strong 
interleaving, arc belicved to a manifestation of a horizontally advcctive-vertically 
diffusive balance. The horizontal scale of the frontal signature in summer within this 
mid-depth regime is on the order of 3 km which corresponds to the first baroclinic 
Rossby radius of deformation. The corresponding vertical scale of the front, determined 
from the interleaving structure, was less than 10 m. In the lower portion of the water 
column, tidal and bottom mixing are attributed to diffuse the frontal signature with mixed 
waters appearing underneath the cold BPW extending up and onto Svalbard Bank. The 
density contrast across the front is minimal as the charactcristics of BPW and NA W were 
fOWld to bc compensating in dcnsity. 
rhe fro nt was found to move horizontally at the period of the semidiumal tide 
which also defined the mo~t energetic time scale in velocity and temperature. 
Observations indicate that the tides also excite highcr frequency intcrnal tides around the 
front. Additionally fn:qul>:ncies in the internal wave regime as high as 16 cpd were 
detected in the temperature and velocity data. The high frequency horizontal oscil!ations 
detected in thl>: acoustic tomography an: proposl>:d to contribute to the observed frontal 
structure 
The position of the front. which is strongly tied to thl>: topography, appears to be 
control!ed by the recirculation of NA W along the 300 m isobath inside Bear Island 
Trough. This harotropic flow conserves its potential vorticity as it enters and proceeds 
aroWld Bear Island Trough. Simulations indicate that the strength of this southwestward 
flow leaving Bear Island Trough appears nearly constant throughout the year. This 
consistent flow would help explain the pcrennial position of the front along Bear Island 
frough. Simulations indicate the BSPF region has genemlly low eddy kinetic energy 
and geostrophic calculations contirm that baroclinic balances appear to be second order 
near the front 
2. Regional Oceanograpby 
[he surface signature of the front in summertime is seen in a shallow salinity 
gradient. This gradient exists because of thl>: melting of the wintl>:rtime sea ice cover on 
the nonhern side of thc front in the wann summer months. The advection of cold BPW 
IOwards the front from the northern Barents Sea, by the Persey and East Spitsbcrgen 
Currents, appears to be sen~ilive in model simulations to thc amount of near surface 
vertical stratification. The amount of near surf dec stratification is tied to thc presence of 
the frcsh melt water layer. Without an adequately represented summertime melt layer or 
the preceding wintertime ice cover, the signature of BPW at the position of front is lost 
due to increased mixing. 
Tidal residual flows and tidal mixing on the shallow banks and around nUmerous 
topographic features is proposed to be an inherent part of the oceanography inside the 
Barents Sea. Tidally induced residual flows had the effect of reducing the simulated net 
volume transport into the Barents Sea by 0.4 Sv making it closer to observed estimates. 
Comparison of the simulations v.ith and without tidal forcing showed marked changes in 
temperature and salinity throughout the entire Barents Sea when tides were included. The 
observed temperature structure on the shallow Svalbard bank more closely resembled 
model simulations which included tidal forcing when compared to simulations without 
tides. 
The seasonal forcing experiment indicated that in wintertime a net volume 
transport ofNA W into the Barents Seas increased from - 2 Sv to -5 Sv. As previously 
discussed, the nel volume transport along the front and out Bear Island Trough remained 
essential ly constant. This predicted increased wintertime volume transport was traced 
through the Barents Sea and into the outflow between Frans Josef Land and Novaya 
Zemlya. TIus substantial wintertime increase in volume transport provides more 
evidence on the importance ofthe Barents Sea Branch (Rudcls el ai., 1994) on providing 
modified Atlantic Water 10 the Arctic Ocean oceanography 
X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. COXCLUSIONS 
An extensive hydrographic data set wa~ collected during an experiment held in 
August 1992 in the vicinity of the Barents Sca Polar Front. The front was found to be 
strongly tied to the topography within the experimental domain. Due to the unifonn 
wanning of the surface waters on either side of the front by summer heating, the surfaCe 
expression of the front was observed as a surface salinity gradient, thc result of summer 
ice melt. This surface salinity gradient also defined a shallow density front. The 34.6 
psu isohaline was found to be a good indicator of the frontal position. Beneath a shallow 
mixed layer (- 20 ill) the front was defined by a moderate temperature gradient coincident 
with the 2°C isotherm; however, the thermohaline structure was compensating in d!:nsity 
providing a barotropic charnet!:r to the frail!. Below 100 ill, the structure of the front was 
more diffuse \vhich was attributed to vertical mixing due to shear in the tidal flow. The 
isopleths which define the maximwn temperature/salinity gradients characterize the front 
as retrograde. The local hydrography around Finger Canyon modifies th!: circulation 
"".jthin the canyon and the frontal IX>sition over the canyon. The frontal position to the 
east of the canyon was found to be quasi-stationary; its horizontal position was laterally 
oscillated by the tides approx imately +/- 5 km. There were no observations which 
indicated a horizontal exchange of water ma~s properties across the front greater than 10 
km. 
Analysis of the kinematic structure through geostrophy showed a shallow 
westward geostrophic jet associated with the surface density signature. South of the 
front, current meter and ADCP dflta showed a barotropic southwestward flow of warm 
NAW water with a speed of - 10 em s" This soutbwcstward flow is attributed to the 
recirculation of the North Cape Current within tbe Bcar Island Trough. Ibis is believed 
to be one of the first measured observations as~ociated "".jth this recirculation. North of 
the front and over the shelf associated weak mean flows were present which were 
associated \-vith the cold southwestward Bear Island Current being steered by local 
bathymetry. 
Acoustic tomographic images of a sound spclo:d cross section across the front 
showlo:d wann filaments originating south of the front to move upslope, pinch ofT, and 
dissipate with a -l.5 hour periodicity. A forcing mechanism for this observation was 
undetelU1ined though it was suggested to be of internal wavc origin. 
To examine the relation of the BSPF to the regional oceanography, an advanced, 
high resolution (1160 and 30 vcrtical levels) Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas model was 
developed as a part of this research from the Semtncr-Chervin Gcneral Circulation Model 
(GeM) with a free-surface . Significant modifications to the model fOlU1ulation for 
density calculations and vertical mixing were made to improve the Arctic simulations. 
Three numerical experiments were conducted to simulate conditions in 1992. 
Results from an annual mean forcing, annual mean forcing coupled \\ith semidiurnal tidal 
forcing and seasonal forcing were analY7..ed for salient features of the BSPF and its 
relation to the regional oceanography. All three numerical experiments predicted the 
recirculation of NAW v.ithin Bear Island Trougb supporting the observed circulation 
pattern. This recirculating flow is proposed to control the horizontal position of the 
front. 
The unique 3D tidal forcing cxperiment highlighted the significance of including 
tides in shallow sea simulations. Significant changes in the temperature and salinity 
structure due to tidal mixing were seen throughout the Barents Sea when compared to 
simuLations without tides. Overall, the resultant T-S structure more closely resembled 
the available observations. Additionally, the predicted mean trdIlSport into the Barents 
Sea was reduced by 0.4 Sv in the tidal experiment making it closer to estimates based on 
observations. This was attributed to the effect of the tidally induced residual flow. 
Model predicted net transJXlrts through the Barents Sea support the strong 
connection proposed by Rudels et al. (1994) of tbe Barents Sea Branch carrying a 
significant amount of modified Atlantic Water to thc Arctic Ocean. 
Finally, modeling predictions indicate that the coherent advection of BPW to the 
known frontal summertime position is contingent upon strong surface stratification of the 
upper laYl;.':rs fro m the sununer ice melt. Thus presence of sea ice over the Barents Sea in 
the preceding .... intcr is a necessary condition even for a summertime simulation. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations to improve follow-on observational work in the Barents Sea 
and numerical simulation studies can be made as a result of this research and are provided 
below. The modeling efiort, which began as a part of dlis research, is still continuing. 
Work on many of the suggested improvements is already in progress. 
A high resolution (-- 5 kIn) survey ofthl;.': currents across the northern slope of 
Bear Island Trough should be made 10 (1) verifY the southwestward 
recirculation seen in these observations, and (2) investigate the prl;.':senee of the 
northeastward flow seen the ADCP data, model predictions and other 
depictions of the regional circulation. Additionally, long-term current 
measurcments are also needed to provide more conclusive estimates on the 
seasunal cycle of thl;.': transport through the Barents Sea and the importance of 
the Barents Sea Branch to the transport of Atlantic Water into the Arctic 
Ocean. These measurements could be obtained through traditional moorings 
but lIle results presented in this researcb indicate a 3-D acoustic tomographic 
survey would also provide the needed data The benefits from using the 
tomographic approach would include the corresponding temperature data as 
well as infonnation on the high frequency phenomena noted in tbis research. 
Observations on the measured circulation cited in the literature in the northem 
Barents Sea Ixtween Svalbard and Frans Josef Land is sparse. lee cover 
makes this a difficult area to survey much of the year. Correspondingly, 
there very few conclusions on the connection and transfer between waters and 
tracers in the Barents Sl;.':a and the Arctic Ocean in tllls region. A survey of this 
region is needed to better Wlderstand this passage to the central Arctic. 
• Inclusion of sea ice in the model is a necessity, especially for the accuracy of a 
summertime simulation away from the ice edge. "The goals of coupling the 
ocean model to the sea icc model, aside from accurately simulating the sea icc, 
are to more accurately specify heat fluxes and salt fluxes at ocean grid points 
as well as to end the reliance on climatological restoring. 
Other major and minor improvements recommended to the basic model 
include: 
• Increase the vertical resolution in the upper 200 m. 
• Continue efforts to increase the horizontal resolution to the scale of the 
baroclinic Rossby radius, Le. - 3 km. 
• Improve the turbulent closure scheme. 
• Incorporate a fourth order advective scheme., 
• Reconfigure the modd to run on a massively parallel machine. 
lbe tidal version of the modcl should be coupled to a 3D high resolution 
global model with tidal forcing to improve the quality of the tidal solution and 
to avoid contamination of the solution at the closed boundary. This technique 
is recommended as opposed to merely specifying open boundary conditions. 
Finally, the observational work needs to proceed hand-in-hand with the 
modeling effort. At the risk of preaching to the choir, this research has 
demonstrated more can be learned from using both approaches to 
understanding tbe oceanography of a region than either in isolation. 
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